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Abstract
The building and housing sector is often described as one of the most conservative sectors within society
and is today facing a slow technical progress and a significant difference between technically possible
solutions and socially accepted ones. An initiative trying to solve this problem by decreasing the lead times
within this sector is KTH Live-In Lab, a living lab that is supposed to open during fall 2017. As KTH
Live-In Lab is a new concept, the labs management has not yet decided how the lab should work with
external funding.
The purpose of this study is to investigate if and how Swedish living labs should work with external
financing when funding their everyday business and at the same time manage to ensure increased
innovation and societal impact. In order to do this, the study investigates suitable market positions,
possible value propositions and different sources of external funding that would suit Swedish living labs.
This study has been carried out using an inductive research approach and the results have been based
upon an extensive literature review as well as fourteen semi-structured interviews held with potential
stakeholders to KTH Live-In Lab.
Overall, this study concludes that it is possible for Swedish living labs, and more specifically KTH Live-In
Lab, to use external funding and still be able to ensure increased innovation and societal impact. This by
adopting a market position as a demonstration arena or a test bed and communicate the economical
aspects of participating and the possibilities for co-creation with other actors. In order to create a
sustainable financial framework, it is further suggested that a variety of external funding methods should
be used. When identifying suitable external investors, two factors were considered: the external financier’s
requested return on investment as well as its overall objectives for funding KTH Live-In Lab. This induce
that governmental funding, industry funding as well as crowdfunding are suitable means to fund the
overall business of KTH Live-In Lab as well as its projects. This as neither of these methods require
ownership or a degree of influence that decrease KTH Live-In Lab’s ability to make a societal impact.
However, this suggestion also includes having a network of private equity investors as well as lenders
connected to the lab.
Keywords: KTH Live-In Lab, living labs, financial framework, external funding, innovation growth,
societal impact
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Sammanfattning
Bygg- och bostadssektorn beskrivs ofta som en av samhällets mest konservativa sektorer där skillnaderna
mellan tekniskt utvecklade och socialt accepterade lösningar är stora. Ett försök till att minska ledtiderna
inom bygg- och bostadssektorn är KTH Live-In Lab, ett levande laboratorium som förväntas öppna
hösten 2017. Eftersom KTH Live-In Lab är ett nytt koncept har labbets ledning ännu inte beslutat hur
verksamheten ska jobba med extern finansiering.
Syftet med den här studien är att undersöka om och hur svenska levande laboratorier kan arbeta med
extern finansiering i sin dagliga verksamhet och samtidigt kunna säkerställa att utvecklingen av ny
innovation och bidraget till en ökad samhällspåverkan inte hämmas. För att uppfylla syftet undersöker
studien vilka marknadspositioner, värdeerbjudanden och typer av extern finansiering som eventuellt skulle
vara lämpade för svenska levande laboratorier. Studien har utförts genom att anamma ett induktivt
arbetssätt och resultatet har baserats på en omfattande litteraturstudie och 14 semistrukturerade intervjuer
som utförts med potentiella intressenter till KTH Live-In Labs verksamhet.
Studiens övergripande slutsats är att det kommer vara möjligt för svenska levande laboratorier, och mer
specifikt KTH Live-In Lab, att använda extern finansiering och samtidigt säkerställa ny innovation och en
ökad samhällspåverkan. Detta genom att anta en marknadsposition som en demonstrationsarena eller
testbädd och kommunicera de ekonomiska fördelarna och möjligheterna till samarbete med andra aktörer
som uppstår inom labbet. För att skapa ett hållbart ramverk för finansieringen har det föreslagits att flera
olika metoder för extern finansiering ska användas parallellt. Vid identifieringen av lämpliga externa
finansiärer har hänsyn tagits till två olika faktorer; externa finansierares förväntade avkastning och deras
övergripande syfte med finansieringen av KTH Live-In Lab. Detta visade på att statlig finansiering,
finansiering från industrin och crowdfunding kan ses som lämpliga finansieringsmetoder för KTH Live-In
Labs övergripande verksamhet eftersom ingen av dessa finansieringsmetoder efterfrågar ägarandelar eller
inflytande i den mån att det skulle få en påverkan på KTH Live-In Labs möjlighet att bidra till en positiv
samhällspåverkan. Det framtagna ramverket inkluderar även ett nätverk av riskkapitalister och ett
samarbete med långivare.
Nyckelord: KTH
samhällspåverkan

Live-In

Lab,

finansiellt

ramverk,
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1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to provide the reader with a brief introduction to the background of the identified problem, as well
as present the purpose and research questions of this master thesis. The study’s delimitation and the outline of the report will
also be introduced.

1.1 Background
As the awareness of environmental issues increases within today’s society, mankind is facing increasingly
stricter requirements of living a more climate-friendly life. As a result, more energy efficient technologies
are developed along with new pricing models to give people incentives to lower their energy utilization
and thereby also lower their environmental footprint. But, it is becoming more and more obvious that
every individual needs to take responsibility of his or her own energy utilization in order to reach the
global climate initiatives, which have been established as an attempt to decrease the world’s energy
consumption (IVA, 2012; Lovins, 2012).
Today, new radical and innovative technology is invented at a rapid speed but, due to its profound nature,
new innovations often experience a great reluctance and cannot immediately compete against established
technologies (Schot & Geels, 2008). The difficulties of gaining a wide acceptance have resulted in a slow
technical progress within many industries where the differences, or gaps, between technically possible
solutions and socially accepted ones are significant (Shove, 1998). These gaps, also referred to as the valley
of death, can be difficult to overcome as their occurrence affects the overall system’s alignment. When
some technologies pass by the valley of death and some do not, sailents and reversed sailents occur, which
means that some system components advance in front while others fall behind (Hughes, 1992). This
might in turn generate conflicts within an industry as different incentives and conflicting actor interests
arise (Anund et al., 2015). Overall, minimizing the occurrence of sailents and reversed sailents and making
the markets understand the potential of new technology at an early stage is usually believed to be the
solution to this problem. However, these gaps have lately been seen as the starting arena within which
new innovative solutions can grow (Schot & Geels, 2008).
One initiative that aims to decrease the gaps between technically possible solutions and socially accepted
ones is the concept of living labs, which was first introduced by professor William Mitchell at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). At that point, Mitchell used the term when referring to a
purpose-build lab where routine activities and interactions of everyday life could be observed, recorded
and experimentally manipulated and where research participants voluntarily also lived (Robles et al., 2015;
Bergvall-Kåreborn et al., 2009). Today, the definition has taken a broader perspective and a living lab is
usually described as an innovation arena with the end user at the hub of innovation and where the
objective is to understand the overall interactions between technology, people and society. By integrating
the processes of innovation and research within the end user's everyday life, the innovator is able to grasp
first hand insights of how their product or service will be used. The gathered information can thereafter
be used to develop the product or service according to user’s needs before it is launched onto the market
(ENoLL, 2016; Vinnova, 2014).
Although the basic concept of a living lab is set, several different specializations have been developed.
One example is the development of living labs that focus on collecting a large amount of data, so called
‘big data’, in order to identify people’s behaviors. Another example is living labs that focus on developing
new solutions for connecting technical platforms and products in order to accelerate the application
handiness of new energy efficient technologies (Bergvall-Kåreborn, Ihlström Eriksson, Ståhlbröst &
Svensson, 2009; Ståhlbröst & Holst, 2012).
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A physical a living lab with a new specialization is KTH Live-In Lab, which further is the commissioner of
this thesis report. What differentiates KTH Live-In Lab is that the lab aims to bridge the gap between new
innovation and social acceptance within the building and housing sector (KTH Live-In Lab, 2016), which
often is described as a conservative industry reluctant to change (Ingemansson, 2012; IVA, 2012; Anund
et al., 2015). KTH Live-In Lab is supposed to open at KTH Royal Institute of Technology’s Campus
Valhallavägen during fall 2017 and will consist of three buildings, one system and will further become
home for about 300 students (KTH Live-In Lab, 2016). The actual testing facility will be located on the
first floor in one of the buildings and the idea is that it will host four to eight students depending on the
technology that is tested. Further, the idea is also that the testing facility will undergo a reconstruction
process every summer to enable installations of the new technologies that will be tested and verified
during following year, which is a process that most likely will bring on extensive resurrection costs that the
lab will not be able to finance by itself (KTH Live-In Lab, 2016).

1.2 Problem Description
KTH Live-In Lab is today going through a phase of extensive planning and preparation before its launch
during fall 2017. Despite the fact that the lab’s business is situated in a very early stage, KTH Live-In Lab
has during the last months been able to attract positive attention from media, companies and other
external investors. But, as the project is located in an initial stage, it is still undecided how the business
should be designed and consequently neither which role stakeholders, such as companies and investors,
should have within KTH Live-In Lab. The project leaders for KTH Live-In Lab have realized that
funding from external stakeholders will be of great significance in the future, but as of now it is still
unclear how KTH Live-In Lab should handle the offered investments. This as they have not yet figured
out how external funding will affect the lab and its overall business.
In addition, there are still questions to answer regarding which position KTH Live-In Lab should adopt
from a societal perspective. The idea is that KTH Live-In Lab should act as a demonstration arena for
new innovation within the building and housing sector (KTH Live-In Lab, 2016) but there are still
concerns of which exact market position the lab should adopt compared to incubators, accelerators and
other demonstration arenas. As the market position is not yet determined, this is a decision that needs to
be taken along with the decision of how KTH Live-In Lab should approach external funding. This to
make sure that the lab both finds a suitable market position as well as manages to attract external
investors.

1.3 Purpose
The purpose of this study is to investigate if and how Swedish living labs should work with external
financing when funding their everyday business and at the same time manage to ensure increased
innovation and societal impact. This by developing a framework for how external financing should be
handled and distributed.
The developed framework will be designed for Swedish Living Labs but the main focus will be KTH LiveIn Lab and how the framework should be developed in order to suit this lab’s overall purpose, which is to
increase the speed of innovation and decrease the gap between available and implemented techniques
within the building and housing sector.
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1.4 Research Questions
To fulfill the purpose of this thesis report a main research question has been developed. The main
research question has thereafter been divided into three research questions to ease the process of reaching
the overall purpose of this study.
Main Research Question: If and how should KTH Live-In Lab work with external financing when funding their
everyday business?
RQ1: Which market position is suitable for KTH Live-In Lab to adapt in order to attract external funding?
RQ2: Which value propositions are the possible sponsors expecting when participating in KTH Live-In Lab?
RQ3: Which are the main sources of funding that suit this type of business and how would the use of this funding
affect KTH Live-In Lab and its overall business?

1.5 Delimitations
Given the timeframe of this master thesis and the complexity of the studied topic, some delimitation has
been made. As the main purpose of this thesis report is to investigate if and how KTH Live-In Lab should
work with external funding when financing their everyday business, the study is limited to the financial
aspects and therefore excludes an investigation of how the overall business model of KTH Live-In Lab
should be set up. Due to differences in rules and regulations between different countries, the study is
further limited to Swedish living labs. The recommendations given is in other words not fully adoptable
for neither European, nor global living labs.
Noteworthy is also that the commissioner can consider this study as a pre-study, or a recommendation,
when developing the overall business model. This as the investigation will touch upon multiple research
fields when trying to get a broad understanding of the various views that stakeholders from different
markets have.

1.6 Outline
The outline of this thesis report is shown in Figure 1 below. So far, this introductory chapter has provided
the reader with information regarding the study’s research topic, the purpose and research questions, as
well as the delimitations. The remaining parts of the report will first cover the methodology, which is
presented in chapter two and explains how the work with this thesis has been carried out. The third and
fourth chapters thereafter present the results from the literature review and include an extensive
background to the concept of living labs as well as a review of different types of external funding that
could suit a living lab’s business. In chapters five through seven the results are presented, discussed and
finally summarized. This final section also includes a recommendation meant for the project leaders of
KTH Live-In Lab and a suggestion of future work.
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2 Methodology
This chapter describes the working process and the methods that have been used to collect and evaluate empirical data. The
processes and methods described were intended to help the authors answer the study’s research questions as well as fulfilling the
study’s purpose. To ease the reader’s understanding of the working process, the chapter is divided into four subchapters where
the first one presents the study’s research design and the following two the methods used for data collection and data analysis.
The final subchapter presents the quality of the analysis and can be seen as a discussion about how the chosen methods have
affected the study’s validity, reliability and generalizability.

2.1 Research Design
As stated in the introduction, the overall purpose of this study is to develop a framework for how KTH
Live-In Lab should use external financing when funding their everyday business. To fulfill this purpose
and develop a useful framework, an inductive research approach has been applied. This means that the
recommended financial framework is developed from observations of empirical reality and that particular
instances lead to general inferences (Collis & Hussey, 2014). As suggested by Blomkvist and Hallin (2015),
the authors also applied an iterative design and continuously revised the problem description, purpose and
research questions, this in order to preserve ambiguity and approach new empirical findings objectively.
As the research process started, initial meetings were held with the supervisor and the examiner. During
these meetings the overall problem formulation, research questions and scope was discussed and
identified. The meetings also helped identify potential interviewees and interesting areas for the literature
review.
When the overall scope of the research was determined, the work with finding and understanding relevant
literature started. The literature review was the main focus during the first weeks of the study and
thereafter the work with identifying potential interviewees started. The literature review as well as the
problems discussed with the supervisor and the examiner laid the foundation of the semi-structured
interviews and the open-ended questions discussed during these. The outcome of the literature review and
the interviews were thereafter used to develop the financial framework. Worth mentioning is that the
writing process constantly was taking place throughout the entire research process. In this way, an iterative
approach could be applied and the report revised and rewritten continuously.
As the interviews have been the main source of data collection during this research and as the study aims
for a contextual understanding rather than just a generalized one, a qualitative research approach was
applied to the research process. Inspiration to the research design was mainly gathered from Collins and
Hussey’s Business Research – A practical guide for undergraduate and postgraduate students (2014) and their
description of how a qualitative study should be conducted. The research design used during this study
was further inspired by the case study methodologies that Collins and Hussey (2014) refers to as illustrative
case study and experimental case study. The illustrative case study methodology is by Collins and Hussey
designed to illustrate new and possible innovative practices and the experimental case study methodology
to examine difficulties in implementing new procedures and techniques. As the purpose of this research is
to develop a framework for how KTH Live-In Lab should work with external financing both of these
methodologies were valuable during the research process. The illustrative methodology is mostly reflected
during the beginning of the study when the authors tries to illustrate a new procedure and the
experimental one in the end when the difficulties that might arise when implementing the developed
framework within KTH Live-In Lab is taken into consideration. An overview of the used research design
is illustrated in Figure 2 below. Further descriptions of the included components are found in the
following subchapters.
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2.2 Data Collection Methods
This subchapter focuses on the data collection methods that have been used during this research. As
mentioned in chapter 2.1 Research Design this study applies an inductive approach and the results have
therefore been developed from the collected empirical data. As this study aims for a deep contextual
understanding of how external actors prefer KTH Live-In Lab’s financial framework to be designed rather
than just a generalized understanding, multiple data sources were evaluated, which in this case mainly has
been a literature review and a series of interviews. By using multiple data sources, data triangulation was
enabled and the risk for biased data could be reduced, which in turn increased the study’s validity and
reliability (Collins &Hussey, 2014; Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015).
2.2.1 Literature Review
The literature review conducted during this research included books, database searches, scientific journals,
articles and reports. The review was carried out during the entire research process but the overall aim
changed as time passed by and the authors got more knowledge about relevant fields. In the very
beginning of the study, before specific keywords were identified, the literature review was used to
minimize the knowledge gap and grasp an understanding about previous findings within relevant fields.
The overall aim was during this time to give the authors a broad perspective of the studied phenomenon
(Collis & Hussey, 2014). General keywords such as “living lab”, “financial model” and “external financing” were
therefore used to guide the authors into more specific fields.
As more specific areas were identified, the perspective of the literature review was narrowed down and a
more systematic approach could be applied. This research chose to adopt a thematic approach, which is a
well-used approach during literature analyses that involves categorizing different themes found within the
literature (Collis & Hussey, 2014). The more systematic approach did not only help sort out and structure
the data but also helped the authors identify more relevant keywords and sources for finding secondary
data. The main databases turned out to be KTH Library’s database KTH Primo and the global database
Google Scholar. The final keywords used when searching for relevant literature ended up being: “living
lab”, “KTH Live-In Lab”, “corporate living lab”, “research living lab”, “financial model”, “external financing”, “venture
capital”, “business angel”, “governmental funding”, “user-driven living lab”, “provider-driven living lab”, “demonstration
arena”, “living lab methodologies”, “innovation growth”, “technological innovation”, “funding innovation”, “project
collaboration”, “innovation collaboration” and “external funding”.
In addition, the thematic approach also helped identify relevant researchers, stakeholders and market
players to interview. By categorizing different themes, various market players could be divided into
different groups and relevant interview questions developed. As the interview series started, the aim of the
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literature review changed from being focused on predefined topics to instead being used for gathering a
deeper understanding of topics discussed during the interviews. This to make sure that the authors had
understood the answers within their right contexts (Collis & Hussey, 2014).
2.2.2 Interviews
According to Blomkvist and Hallin (2015) interviews are well suited when a researcher wants to develop a
deeper understanding of a specific field, when new dimensions aims to be discovered or when there is an
interest in ambiguity. As the purpose of this study is to develop a framework for how KTH Live-In Lab
should work with external financing, interviews were evaluated as a suitable methodology when collecting
primary empirical data.
The actual interviews that were performed followed a semi-structured approach and contained multiple
open-ended questions. In reality, this means that the interviews contained questions that could not simply
be answered by a “yes” or a “no” and that the questions were organized around a number of themes and
predefined areas, which the authors distributed to the interviewee in a suitable order depending on the
answers given (Collins &Hussey, 2014; Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015).
As the aim of the interview series was to understand which type of financial framework most actors
thought would be successful and which areas that were seen as especially important to cover, both
researchers and representatives from companies, authorities and organizations that work within related
fields were considered as relevant respondents. The use of a broad range of interviewees with different
backgrounds and understanding of KTH Live-In Lab’s business and the overall concept of Living Labs
enabled the researchers to search for comparable answers as well as ambiguity and complexity (Blomkvist
& Hallin, 2015). By doing this, the chances increased that the empirical data would contribute to fulfill the
overall purpose of this research. A summary of the interviewed actors can be found in Table 1 below and
an extensive list of all interviewees in Appendix A – Interviewed Persons. Worth mentioning is that all the
respondents were given a possibility to remain confidential within this report but have agreed upon
publishing their names and companies.
Table 1 Summary of interviewed actors

Actor

Involvement/Stakeholder

Number of
interviewees

Researchers
Incubators
Public Authorities

Knowledge, best practice
Possible business partners, best practice
External financiers, responsibilities for
legislations, regulations and future
frameworks
External financier, possible participant,
possible partner

4
2
4

Interview Length
(rounded to
closest minute)
03:53:00
01:31:00
03:33:00

1

00:32:00

Market player, possible business partner,
best practice
External financier
External financier

1

00:14:00

1
1
14

00:47:00
01:56:00
12:26:00

Building and
construction
representative
Living Lab
Venture Capitalist
Lender
Total

To get the most out of every interview and at the same time be able to observe the respondent, face-toface interviews were applied if possible. However, in those cases when a face-to-face interview were not
possible, such as when the respondent and the researchers were located at different locations, telephone
-7-

interviews were organized. The majority of the interviews were about an hour in time but overall the
interviews varied between 15 minutes and 2 hours with the telephone interviews tending to be the shorter
ones. By mostly using face-to-face interviews, the authors were not only able to perform longer interviews,
but also to perform observations. Sometimes the interviewee said one thing literately but the body
language told another thing. When this occurred, it was written down and taken into consideration during
the evaluation. Noteworthy is though that the authors have based the results on what the respondents
explicitly said, and not on their own interpretations of the answers (Collins &Hussey, 2014; Blomkvist &
Hallin, 2015).
To further make sure that the collected empirical data was understood within its right context, all the
interviews were recorded after receiving permission from the different interviewees (Blomkvist & Hallin,
2015). The permissions only allowed the authors of this report to use the recordings during the process of
finalizing this master thesis and are in other words not available for the readers of this report. However,
extensive notes were also taken by one of the researchers during all interviews and keynotes by the other,
this as safety regard in case the voice recording would fail (Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015).

2.3 Methods used for Data Analysis
As the interviews constitutes the main source of primary empirical data within this study, the data analysis
to a great extent focused on evaluating these in order to fully understand the similarities and differences
between the respondents’ answers. When analyzing the empirical data gathered from the interviews, a
thematic approach was chosen, which means that the researchers first defined multiple categories within
which the empirical data was divided, and thereafter used the categories to answer the research questions.
Moreover, the analyzing process was further characterized by an iterative approach where new insights of
what to include were developed after every interview (Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015).
The process of analyzing the empirical data was first started during the interviews, this as different probes
were used. According to Collins & Hussey (2014), probes form the beginning of the data analysis and are
a great way to gain a deeper understanding of the subject during semi-structured interviews. A selection of
probes used during the interviews can be seen in Table 2 below.
In addition to probes, both keynotes and extensive notes, which had been written down during the
interviews, were evaluated throughout the analyzing process. As all the interviewees had given their
approval to record the conversations, the audio recordings were listened to when contingencies occurred.
The interviews were not transcribed completely but a summary was written to compile the most important
findings and structure the results from each interview. These summaries were thereafter used to divide the
data into the predefined categories. The summaries of the interviews can be found in Appendix B –
Summary of Interviews, which is an external appendix available in Swedish upon request.
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Table 2 Selection of probes used during the interviews (Collins & Hussey, 2014)

Characteristic

Probe

Clarity

Can you give me an example of this?
What do you mean?
Can you explain that again?
How do you think that relates to the issue?
Can you explain how these factors influence each other?
Can you explain that in more detail?
Can you give me examples?
Is it possible to look at this in another way?
Do you think that is a commonly held opinion?
How much does this affect you?
What do you think is the most important?
Would you change your opinion if X was to happen?
Can you give me an example where this did not happen?
Can you give me an example of a different situation?
In what way does your opinion differ from the views of other people?
Why do you hold this opinion?
What might happen that could change your opinion?

Relevance
Depth
Dimension
Significance
Comparison
Bias

2.4 Quality of Analysis
When discussing the quality of scientific work, there are three concepts that usually are considered:
reliability, validity and generalizability (Collis & Hussey, 2014). Overall these three give a great
understanding of whether a study is correctly performed, if it studies the right things and if it is possible to
adapt the results to other cases. The three concepts are described in more detail in the sections below.
Another concept to evaluate when discussing the quality of an analysis is triangulation, which shortly was
mentioned in section 2.2 Data Collection Methods above. During this research, data triangulation has been
used to reduce the risk of biased data, which to some extent was good as it increased the study’s validity
and reliability. But, by using data triangulation, the reproducibility of the study was reduced as it obstructs
the possibilities to redo the exact same study (Collis & Hussey, 2014).
2.4.1 Reliability
As mentioned earlier within this chapter, this study has taken a qualitative approach. In fact, qualitative
methodologies in which the human factors play a part, such as interviews, reduce a study's reliability as the
answers given by the respondents might be biased and origin from dishonest answers and misunderstood
interpretations (Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015). As this study further used semi-structured interviews
containing open-ended questions, the reliability decreased further. This as the chance of getting similar
answers if performing the exact same interview again is low. On the other hand, the reproducibility of this
thesis is to some extent increased by the fact that none of the interviewees requested to be anonymous
(Collis & Hussey, 2014).
The reliability was to some extent also improved by the use of probes. This as the probes helped the
authors gain a large amount of information as well as understand the answers on a deeper level (Collis &
Hussey, 2014).
2.4.2 Validity
Within this study, the validity is considered as high. The authors have during the entire research been
making sure that the study’s problem description, purpose and research questions are connected to each
other as well as to the literature review, the theory and the methods used for data collection. A critical
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mindset has further been adopted during the entire process and relevant information found during the
literature review followed up with at least one other source of data before being interpreted within the
work (Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015).
If considering the interview series, the validity was partly decreased by the situations where the interviewee
did not fully understand the question within its right context and therefore gave an answer that did not
provide relevant data. This was to some extent neutralized by the use of probes as these helped the
interviewees and the interviewers understand each other on a deeper level (Collis & Hussey, 2014).
Validity was also added by only using relevant respondents (Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015). All of the
interviewees were either researchers within relevant areas or worked for a company that was identified as a
potential stakeholder to KTH Live-In Lab’s business. But, the fact that only a small amount of interviews
were made with representatives from different market segments decreases the validity of the study
(Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015). The small amount of interviews could have been increased if the time limit
would had been greater or if the number of interesting stakeholders had been reduced. But, as the concept
of living labs is new, the main market players have not been identified yet and therefore a broad range of
actors were considered as interesting by the authors of this report. At the same time, difficulties also
occurred with finding companies and interviewees that both wanted and had time to respond to the
authors’ questions.
2.4.3 Generalizability
The concept of generalizability refers to how well a research’s findings can be applied to other cases or
settings (Collis & Hussey, 2014). As this study applies a qualitative approach, it has not been able to show
any kind of statistical generalizability. On the other hand, it has to some extent been able to show
analytical generalizability by discussing how the results from this study can be interpreted within other
cases (Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015).
But, as this study only focuses on external financing of Swedish living labs and as different countries have
different national laws and regulations, the generalizability of the study must be considered as low. The
market of living labs is small and the concept of living labs can further be divided into different divisions.
This means that the results only will be generalizable to Swedish living labs similar to KTH Live-In Lab,
which at this point unfortunately makes up for a very limited group.
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3 Extended background of Living Labs
This chapter gives an introduction to the living lab concept and includes descriptions of different types of living labs,
recommended business models and a short description of a living lab’s suggested market position.
To be able to understand how external financing can be used to finance Swedish Living Labs, it is
important to gather an understanding of the living lab concept as well as living labs’ role within society.
This chapter therefore aims to provide these insights. Today, living labs are situated in the middle ground
of user-involvement and the term therefore often refers to both the methodology and the different
platforms created for its practice (Almirall, Lee & Wareham, 2012). According to Ståhlbröst and Holst
(2012) the concept of a living lab has further been defined as an organization, a system, an arena, an
environment and/or a systematic innovation approach. There is in other words no agreed upon definition
of the concept (Bergvall-Kåreborn et al., 2009; Veeckman et al., 2013). But, even if there is no agreed
upon definition of living labs, there are five key elements that must be presented within a living lab; an
active user involvement, a real-life setting, multi-stakeholder participation, a multi-method approach and
co-creation. These elements have been identified by reviewing aims and characteristics of predecessors to
living labs but can anyhow be reached in very different ways and therefore do not sort out the concept
completely (Robles et al., 2015).
Due to the difficulties of describing the entire living lab concept, this study chose to use the specific
definition of a living lab defined by the European Network of Living Labs (ENoLL), which is an
international federation of benchmarked living labs in Europe and worldwide that today contains over 170
active living lab members (ENoLL, 2016). According to ENoLL, a living lab is defined as “a user-centred,
open innovation ecosystems based on a systematic user co-creation approach integrating research and innovation processes in
real life communities and settings” (ENoLL, 2016). In practice, this definition implies that a living lab places the
citizen at the center of innovation, which thereby enables different living labs to develop new concepts
and solutions that suit specific needs (ENoLL, 2016). As successful innovation development to a great
extent depend on the understanding of both existing and emerging user-needs, through which new
business opportunities can be developed (Leminen, Westerlund & Nyström, 2012), the use of ENoLL’s
definition enables this study to capture a living lab from both a business perspective as well as a more
societal one. Based on ENoLL’s definition and the fact that this master thesis to a great extent circulates
around KTH Live-In Lab, the living lab concept is within this study thought of as an arena or an
environment within which new solutions and ideas can be tested. To further understand the living lab
concept and a living labs’ ongoing business, this chapter now continues by covering different areas of
particular interest.

3.1 Action Space of Living Labs
In order to grasp an understanding of which market position that is suitable for KTH Live-In Lab to
adapt in order to attract external funding, a general knowledge about different aspects associated to
market positioning and living labs’ action space is needed. Overall, when trying to establish a living lab’s
market position, two main areas need to be covered; its contextual market position as well as its position
within the innovation process (Schumacher, 2013; Eschenbächer, Thoben & Turkuma, 2010; European
Commission - Information Society and Media, 2009).
If starting by very shortly considering a living lab from a contextual point of view, the lab’s strategic
market position needs to be taken into account. According to Schumacher (2013), the strategic market
position needs to be well aligned with the overall target for the living lab’s innovation outcomes, such as
creating value for a specific industry, type of company or society. Overall, the living lab’s degrees of
flexibility will decide the scalability of the lab and thereby also the amount of different areas it will be able
to target (Schumacher, 2013).
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If continuing by describing a living lab’s position within the innovation process, living lab’s have an
important role in filling the gaps between technology management and development as well as between
market entry and fulfillment. Living labs usually start their bridging process during the applied research
phase by bringing relevant actors together. Overall, a living lab’s major acting field lies within the process
of taking technological prototypes for innovative and visionary users to evolving products meant for
mainstream users. This process is usually referred to as crossing the “pre-commercial gap” or “chasm”
and adds significant value to the rapid prototyping and product/service development phases. An
illustration of the action space for living labs along the technology adoption cycle can be seen in Figure 3
below (Eschenbächer, Thoben & Turkuma, 2010; European Commission - Information Society and
Media, 2009).

Figure 3 Action space for living labs along the technology adoption cycle (European Commission - Information Society
and Media, 2009)

3.2 Different types of Living Labs
When discussing living labs, this can be done from different perspectives. As mentioned in the
introduction to this chapter, the concept can refer to the methodologies, arenas, systems, platforms and
multiple other approaches (Ståhlbröst & Holst, 2012; Bergvall-Kåreborn et al., 2009). But, it can further
refer to different types of labs within these categories. According to Leminen, Westerlund and Nyström
(2012), understanding the differences between various living labs can help actors figure out what they
want to achieve and thereby enable them to design or join a living lab that suits their own objectives.
Almirall, Lee and Wareham (2012) further suggests that a living lab’s chosen methodology is a process of
fit where the lab’s business will be more relevant if it has a unique fit that suits a specific set of users. The
characteristics of a living lab are in other words dependent on both the layout of the lab as well as the
value proposition it offers to its users. As the layout of KTH Live-In Lab will affect its value proposition
and thereby also which users and methods of external funding that can be attracted, this section aims to
briefly describe theories that define living labs according to these perspectives.
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3.2.1 Living Lab as an Environment
One general way to describe a living lab’s layout is to describe its environment. By describing its overall
environment, a first understanding of the lab’s activities and position is grasped. According to Schaffers
and Turkama (2012) the entire living lab concept today faces several risks due to the lack of
standardization. As a result, a living lab’s value proposition becomes impossible to communicate as the
term means different things within different contexts and to different target groups. In order to follow a
clear path and as the authors chose the European Network of Living Labs’ definition when defining a
living lab above, their definition will be used to define different living lab environments as well. Overall
little research has been done to identify different living lab environments today but the European
Network of Living Labs have chosen to use the five different living lab environments identified within
Ståhlbröst and Holst (2012)’s article The Living Lab Methodology Handbook (Kivilehto, 2013):
•
•
•
•
•

Research Living Labs, which focus on performing research during the innovation process.
Corporate Living Labs, which focus on providing a physical place where they can invite
different stakeholders to co-create innovations.
Organizational Living Lab, within which the members of an organization work together to cocreatively develop innovations.
Intermediary Living Labs, focusing on inviting different partners to collaborate with each other
and thereby create new innovations within a neutral arena.
A time limited Living Lab, which is established to support an innovation process within a
specific project and then closes when the project ends.

3.2.2 Living Lab as a Network
Within a living lab, there are four different types of main stakeholders that the lab usually tries to please;
companies, users, public organizations and researchers. As all these stakeholders have different incentives
to join the lab, they also benefit from the living lab in different ways. Companies can for example get new
and innovative ideas from the lab, users the innovation they want, researchers real cases to study and
public organizations an increased return on their investment in innovation research (Ståhlbröst & Holst,
2012). According to Leminen, Westerlund and Nyström (2012) these diversified incentives leads to a
practical implication where anyone participating or intending to participate would benefit from
understanding the overall purpose of the living lab and which actor that drives the network that is
established. Juujärvi and Pesso (2013) partly agree with this statement and refer to the importance of
collaboration between the actors of a living lab, which within their research are defined as enablers,
providers and utilizers.
Overall, when defining a living lab as a network the focus is mainly on which actor that drives the
activities. When differentiating living labs based on the actor, Leminen, Westerlund and Nyström (2012)
have identified four types of labs; utilizer-driven, enabler-driven, provider-driven and user-driven, which
all differs in terms of activities, structure, organization and coordination. These are the same actors as
Juujärvi and Pesso (2013) identified (see previous section) but the “user” is added. During the process
when Leminen, Westerlund and Nyström (2012) identified their actors and their roles within the living lab
concept, they conducted 103 semi-structured interviews with representatives from 26 different living labs
from Finland, Sweden, Spain and South Africa. Their research has thereafter laid the foundation to other
research projects, such as Schuurman et al.’s (2016) development of their theoretical model of a living lab,
which includes researchers, providers, users, enablers and utilizers. Due to the depth of Leminen,
Westerlund and Nyström’s (2012) research, as well as its wide acceptance within living lab research, this
study has chosen to use their definition when evaluating KTH Live-In Lab. Below follows a description of
each differentiation.
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3.2.2.1

Utilizer-driven living labs

The main focus within a utilizer-driven living lab is to develop and test a company’s products. As the
entire lab’s operations are based on reaching the objectives and developing concrete outcomes that can be
used to ease the utilizers’ operations, the value is only created for the company itself (Leminen,
Westerlund & Nyström, 2012).
As utilizers usually aim towards quick results that can easily be integrated within their everyday business,
these labs are usually very short lived. Utilizer-driven living labs are to a great extent also linked to the
strategic actions of a specific company’s product-development function and a “take it and use it” strategy
is therefore often used during the innovation process, which further shortens the duration of utilizerdriven living labs (Leminen, Westerlund & Nyström, 2012).
3.2.2.2

Enabler-driven living labs

Enabler-driven living labs are initialized by public-sector projects that aim to contribute with societal
improvements. The labs are usually built around a regional-development area or program and strive for
far-reaching results, such as the development of rural areas. Even though an enabler-driven living lab
includes public-sector actors, non-governmental organizations and financiers, such as towns,
municipalities or other area-developed organizations, it is the enabler who has the greatest interest within
the lab. Collaboration between different actors is not seen as an issue as regional development projects
necessitates multi-party corporation. But, company participation within enabler-driven living labs has
historically been minimal. This as the companies simply do not see the value of participating as the lab
mainly target the enabler’s objectives. Anyhow, as information is shared across the network that surrounds
an enabler-driven living lab, these labs stay active significantly longer than utilizer-driven living labs
(Leminen, Westerlund & Nyström, 2012).
3.2.2.3

Provider-driven living labs

Provider-driven living labs consist of an open-innovation network that is established by a number of
development organizations, such as educational institutes, universities or consultants. As a provider-driven
living lab’s main focus is to improve the end users everyday life, it enables all members of the network to
benefit from the innovations developed within the lab. Nevertheless, provider-driven living labs have to
some extent struggled when trying to attract enablers and utilizers (Leminen, Westerlund & Nyström,
2012).
When considering the duration perspective of provider-driven living labs, a division into two subgroups is
necessary. One that circulate around single projects and one that tries to establish longer-lived innovation
platforms. The longer-lived version has historically been facing challenges since companies usually
demand faster development cycles and thereby faster results than a provider-driven living lab manages to
deliver. The knowledge gathered is on the other hand still reused during future projects within the
established network and provider-driven living labs thereby live on to some extent (Leminen, Westerlund
& Nyström, 2012).
3.2.2.4

User-driven living labs

The focus within user-driven living labs is to solve a specific user’s everyday problems. The lab originates
from a significant problem or from a specific community of interest, like a local housing community or a
hobby group. The value that is created is mainly of importance for the user community but the society
and different companies might benefit indirectly. As user-driven living labs are built upon problems
identified by a user community, they are usually long-lived (Leminen, Westerlund & Nyström, 2012).
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3.3 Recommended Business Models for Living Labs
To fulfill the purpose of this study and identify external funding methods that would suit the everyday
business of a Swedish living lab, a broad understanding of different business models is needed.
Unfortunately, much of the academic writing within the field has focused on the conceptual
understanding of a living lab (Folstal, 2008) rather than on suitable business models (Katzy, 2012).
However, during the work with this master thesis, the authors identified three different frameworks and
models that should be taken into consideration when working with KTH Live-In Lab. The subsections
below contain brief descriptions of the three identified frameworks.
3.3.1 iLab.o Living Lab’s Methodology
The first identified example is the methodology used within the Belgian living lab iLab.o. According to
Amirall, Lee and Wareham’s (2012) definitions, iLab.o’s user involvement involves contextualization of
new products and services and its real-life context of data gathering. iLab.o further attempts to capture
insights from a large group of users and works as a public-private partnership that promotes cooperation
between multiple stakeholders. As mentioned in the introductory chapter to this master thesis, KTH LiveIn Lab’s business model is not decided yet. Still, all these characteristics fit well with the overall purpose of
KTH Live-In Lab and how the project leaders and overall managers have described its future business.
Because of this, it seems relevant for this thesis to present and investigate the methodology of a similar
living lab when trying to develop a framework for KTH Live-In Lab’s financial model. At the same time
as iLab.o’s methodology is worth considering, it is still important to remember that methodology is a
process of fit, which to a great extent depends on particular technologies and how they fit into a precise
context (Amirall, Lee & Wareham, 2012).
To summarize, the iLab.o methodology consists of four phases; contextualization, concretization,
implementation and feedback, which can be seen in Figure 4 below. The overall purpose of these four
phases is to enable an understanding of the context within which a technology will be tested as well as
highlight the changes that arise if the technology is adopted (Amirall, Lee & Wareham, 2012).

Figure 4 iLab.o’s methodology (Amirall, Lee & Wareham, 2012)

If shortly describing the four phases mentioned above, contextualization refers to the initial phase where
relevant background information of the research subject is collected. The information gathered during this
phase is later used to select a group of users to participate within the project. The second phase,
concretization, refers to the process of obtaining initial measurements that after the implementation of a
technology or innovation will be used for comparison and validation. The following implementation phase
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thereafter involves the actual testing and validation process. Measurements are here carried out through
both ethnographic observations and different qualitative analytical methods, such as in-depth interviews
and focus groups. The fourth and last phase, feedback, thereafter takes place and the final measurements
are conducted. In order to evaluate the implemented techniques and innovations, these results are
compared to the measurements performed during the contextualization and implementation phases.
3.3.2 The Business Excellence Model
The business excellence model developed by Bernhard R. Katzy has been identified as the second example
of a possible business model for KTH Live-In Lab. In fact, Katzy’s article Designing Viable Business Models
for Living Labs (2012) was one of the first attempts to identify a business model for living labs. As there to
this day are few good examples of those models (MCPhee, Westerlund & Leminen, 2012), this one was
considered as interesting to examine for KTH Live-In Lab.
The original idea behind Katzy’s business excellence model has been maintained from total quality
management literature, within which it is established how an organization should serve its customers as
well as how it continuously should work to improve its performance. Overall the business excellence
model points out which processes a living lab should use to deliver investment opportunities to external
investors (Katzy, 2012).
To shortly describe the business excellence model in more detail, it includes three different phases;
Ideation phase, Co-creating phase and Venturing phase. The ideation phase is here referring to the
process of finding a team consisting of an executing team, the financial resources and the necessary
sponsors that are willing to commit to performing a project together. During this matchmaking process, a
first evaluation is also conducted in order to determine different types of commitments. During the
following co-creating phase, value is created as the innovation goes though a process of development,
validation and preparation for a future market positioning. The living lab has a coordinating role during
this process, which is needed as it involves three sub-processes; product development support, user
validation and marketing, and entrepreneurship for the creation of a new venture. The co-creation phase is
completed with a financial deal when investors take over either parts of or the entire venture. The last
phase, the venture phase, finally consists of an investment process where a project leaves the living lab and
is taken over by business angels or institutional venture capitalists. Even though the living lab might not
be involved within this phase it is still important to consider as it is during this process the value becomes
tangible (Katzy, 2012). An overview of the business excellence model can be seen in Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5 Overview of the Business Excellence Model (Katzy, 2012)

3.3.3 A Living Lab’s Key Components and Key Principles
The last example that should be taken into consideration is the key components and key principles defined
by Bergvall-Kåreborn et al. (2009). These components and principles was derived from the authors’ own
experience from over 30 development and research projects within Botnia Living Lab and Halmstad
Living Lab. The defined elements have been used by Ståhlbröst and Holst (2012) within their book The
Living Lab Methodology Handbook, which is recognized by the European Network of Living Labs (Kivilehto,
2013). As ENOLL’s definitions have laid the foundation to the definition of a living lab used within this
research as well as to the living lab environments mentioned in section 3.1.1 Living Lab as an Environment,
these components and principles seem relevant to consider.
If starting by describing the key components, these have been identified as; ICT & Infrastructure,
Management, Partners & Users, Research and Approach. Within their definition, Bergvall-Kåreborn et al.
(2009), have identified ICT & Infrastructure as the component that describes which role new and existing
ICT technology play when trying to facilitate new ways of cooperating and co-creating innovation among
different stakeholders. Management symbolizes the ownership, organization and policy aspects that affect
a living lab and the component Partners & Users refers to the knowledge and expertise that the
participants bring. Research then represents the collective learning and reflection that takes place within
the lab and last but not least, Approach refers to the outcomes, such as new methods and techniques,
which turn out to be best practice within a living lab’s environment.
If continuing by describing the key principles: Openness, Influence, Realism, Value and Sustainability,
these outline the foundation of a living lab’s operations and how the value of the operations could be
determined (Ståhlbröst & Holst, 2012). Bergvall-Kåreborn et al. (2009) mean that Openness is crucial for
the innovation process within a living lab in order to gather various perspectives and create attractive
innovations. Influence refers to that the stakeholders need to be seen as experts within their domains and
thereby as competent partners, which should be involved within the innovation process to improve its
quality. Realism then refers to that innovation activities should be carried out in a realistic way and the
principle value symbolizes the value that customers and users need to receive. This principle is of great
importance as a customer’s received value is a key aspect for a living lab’s business success. The fifth and
last principle is sustainability, which refers to both the economical, ecological and social aspects, and to a
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great extent also includes continuous learning and development over time. As a living lab is involved in
innovation processes where new materials and solutions are tested, sustainability is an important principle.
and responsibility needs to be taken not only for the innovation process but also for the environmental,
social and economical impacts that the innovation might have once it is implemented within a real
context.

3.4 Collaboration during a Living Lab’s ongoing Business
As innovation development within a living lab is performed through combined efforts, or co-creation,
between the living lab’s participants, it is important to understand how the dynamics between the different
participants and stakeholders is affecting the success rate of innovation (Bergvall-Kåreborn, 2009; Katzy,
2012). According to Zilgalvis (2014) funding is a vital factor for successful innovation, which sometimes
constitutes as a problem as it is often is the smaller startup companies with the more disruptive innovation
ideas that are lacking sufficient funding and thereby also the capability to develop their innovative
products or services (Zilgalvis, 2014; Reild, 2013). At the same time, larger organizations often need to be
challenged to move forward, which preferably can be done by smaller startups. Within a living lab, these
actors can cooperate and share funding and ideas with each other and thereby together make a
contribution to society (Zilgalvis, 2014; Kim & Lui, 2015).
But, collaboration is not something that comes without implications and there are some drawbacks that a
living lab needs to be aware of when promoting its business to potential participants. Collaboration during
a product development process for example most often requires all involved actors to open up and hand
over some of the control of the development process, which includes a risk of showing competitors and
partners the company’s secrets. At the same time, potential rewards collected from the finished product
have to be shared with other actors (Schilling, 2013; Kozikowski & Neale, 2011).
On the other hand, collaboration also includes many advantages, which are important for a living lab to
communicate to its contemplated participants. According to Schilling (2013), these advantages can be
summarized as:
1. Obtaining skills and resources quicker compared to developing in-house.
2. Collaborating, or outsourcing, capabilities or resources helps lowering a firm’s asset commitment,
and therefore also increases a firm’s flexibility.
3. Could be seen as a learning experience, where both transfer and creation of knowledge occur.
4. An ability to share costs and risks during development projects.
5. During development projects, collaborations could be a way to set a new standard and thereby
also simplify the commercialization process of a technological innovation.
But even though collaboration includes many advantages, it is still important that all participants evaluate
common trade-offs, such as cost, speed, control, potential for leveraging existing competencies,
developing new competencies and accessing another firm’s competencies before joining a collaborative
project. As these trade-offs could be more of less beneficial for any individual participant, it is also
important that all participants, both individually within the firm as well as together with the other project
participants, develop a strategy for the project before starting (Schilling, 2013). Kozikowski and Neale
(2011) further argue that documentation is the most vital key if all parties involved should experience a
successful collaboration, why proper agreements also need to be signed before starting.
In addition, Schilling (2013) states that partner selection and monitoring and governance of partners
further are important factors to consider in order of creating a successful collaboration project. If
considering partner selection, it is further important to consider a company’s resource and strategic fit. A
company’s resource fit here refers to the extent of which a potential partner’s resources can be effectively
integrated within the projects value creation strategy, and strategic fit to the extent of which potential
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partners have compatible objectives. At the same time, monitoring and governance of partners refers to
that all participants need to understand their rights and obligations during the project (Schilling, 2013).
According to Schilling (2013), it is further important that these methods are transparent and flexible,
which is something that Kozikowski and Neale (2011) agree upon.
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4 External Funding of Living Labs
The aim of this chapter is to identify possible methods of external funding that could be suitable for KTH Live-In Lab.
To be able to decide if and how KTH Live-In Lab should work with external financing when funding
their everyday business, it is necessary to identify different methods of external funding that could be
suitable for the overall business of a living lab. Unfortunately, the literature regarding the economics of
living labs is rather scarce but on the other hand, a lot has been written about financing innovation. As
innovation is considered a central component of a living lab’s operation by multiple researchers, it is
necessary to evaluate this area when trying to obtain some complementary ideas (Bergvall-Kåreborn et al.,
2009; Katzy, 2012).
Today, there are many different definitions of innovation out there, but the definition used by OECD, the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, is that innovation is “the implementation of a new
or significantly improved product (good or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a new organisational method in
business practices, workplace organisation or external relations” (OECD & Eurostat, 2005). By using this definition
and looking at innovation and how it is funded, the authors could gain insights regarding both how the
overall financial aspects of a living lab could be met as well as how a living lab’s approach towards external
funding could be designed. The insights gathered could thereafter be used during the process of
developing a financial framework for KTH Live-In Lab that foster rather than impede innovation, which
is something that many actors forget when trying to attract external funding (Zilgalvis, 2014).

4.1 Financing Innovation
When considering financing innovation, multiple researchers within the field argue that a country’s
government as well as large organizations and corporations have the major responsibility, especially when
the innovation is predicted to be beneficial for the entire society (Moore & Garnsey, 1993; Zilgalvis,
2014). But, as most large corporations have a tendency to focus on preserving their existing markets
instead of focusing on creating new disruptive innovations in the same speed as smaller companies and
startups (Riedl, 2013), it becomes vital to provide incentives for large organizations to either focus on
developing more innovative solutions themselves or to support smaller and more innovative companies
during their work. However, according to Zilgalvis (2014) the need for a regulatory structure, which
benefits the funding of innovation, is something that all European governments need to create or
improve.
In addition, the two most common sources of funding for innovative startup companies are today
considered as different types of private equity investments and loans (Zilgalvis, 2014; Riedl, 2013; Brown,
Fazzari & Petersen, 2009). But, even though these two are considered as common methods when
acquiring capital, multiple startups find it difficult to gather funding if their innovation is considered as
disruptive or located too far from today’s market standards. At the same time, Moore and Garnsey (1993)
have further identified a financial gap between what entrepreneurs are willing to give up on and what
investors require in return for their investment, which further aggravate this matchmaking process. In
order to ease the process of funding startups, an alternative method of funding have lately been
considered as crowdfunding, a relatively new funding method where monetary contributions are raised
from a large number of people (Scholz, 2015; Riedl, 2013).
To summarize, there is today no certain way that innovative companies and businesses should work with
external funding. On the other hand, there are several different financing opportunities for innovation,
and thereby a number of available financing options for living labs as well. This chapter will now continue
by giving a more detailed description of the available methods for external funding that have been
identified as possible for financing innovation; governmental funding, industry funding, risk capital, loans
and crowdfunding, and how these methods relate to the overall concept of living labs.
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4.1.1 Governmental Funding
Governmental funding is today playing a vital role when promoting innovation and especially innovation
that is developed within small firms not holding the sufficient financial means to finance their own
business (Moore & Garnsey, 1993; Zilgalvis, 2014). According to Katzy (2012) governmental funding in
the form of public grants and subsidy programs are today the most commonly used methods for financing
the everyday operations of living labs. But even though governmental funding plays a vital role, it is a
funding method that is not considered as sustainable from a long-term perspective. This as the main areas
of governmental funding is a question of political matters and thereby changes over time. Problems might
therefore occur if a business is highly dependent on different types of governmental funding and the
public grants then are refocused to mainly cover other areas. Instead of only focusing on governmental
funding, Katzy (2012) argues that living labs need to find a way of generating revenues from either the
private market or a relevant industry sector in order to become sustainable. But, even though Katzy (2012)
is somewhat concerned about letting the financing solely rely on public grants and subsidy programs, he
agrees to the fact that these kind of financing methods will be important for a living lab when establishing
its business.
However, governmental funding is still the most commonly used method for financing innovation that is
beneficial to society. Within Sweden, the grants are today distributed by different governmental agencies
with the sole purpose to foster innovation within different sectors. One of these agencies is Vinnova,
which every year invests about SEK 2.7 billion into different innovation initiatives within multiple
Swedish market sectors (Vinnova, 2016). In addition, there are today a lot of alternative public grants and
subsidy programs that one could apply for in Sweden where the receiver, depending on the nature of the
grant, could be anyone from a student or a researcher to an organization or a company.
Overall, public grants and subsidy programs do generally not require the receiver to neither repay nor give
up any shares within the company or project in exchange for the grant, which distinctly enhances the value
of these programs for small firms, startups and researchers (Katzy, 2012; Zilgalvis, 2014). But, on the
other hand, there has lately been an increased demand on the applicants to provide additional funding
from the private market in order to receive a grant. These requirements are not used by the governmental
agencies to decrease the amount of funding they hand out but to make sure that the funding is given to
the right things. By using co-funding from private markets, governmental agencies are both able to verify
that there is a market for the project or idea as well as ensure that the innovation have the best chances to
succeed and contribute to a societal impact (Vinnova, 2016).
4.1.2 Industry Funding
Even though the industry has to provide a living lab with active participants (Katzy, 2012), larger
corporations may also be seen as potential external financiers for both the living lab itself as well as for its
smaller participants. According to Zilgalvis (2014), larger corporations have a societal responsibility to
foster innovation in its sector, which within a living lab arena could be fulfilled in two different ways.
First, a larger company could show social responsibility by sponsoring entrepreneurs and their
participation within the lab. At the same time, as living labs are structured in a way that allows multiple
ongoing projects at once (Bergvall-Kåreborn et al., 2009; Katzy, 2012) the initiators to these projects
could, depending on the living lab’s differentiation and which actor that drives the activities, be either
corporations or the living lab itself. A company could therefore also show social responsibility by joining a
suitable living lab, initiate a project and provide the majority of the funding to the project itself. As the
concept of living lab is fairly new, this method has not been tested completely. But, as industry funded
research already is rather popular today, and as studies have shown that the results from these
collaborations reach a high level of readiness for market commercialization (Chen, Huang & Chen, 2013),
this funding method would most likely work well within the living lab arena as well.
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In addition to funding the research performed within living labs, another way to obtain funding from the
industry would be to consider the living lab’s revenue streams as a method for external funding (Katzy,
2012). Here one would have to evaluate which services that different participants are willing to pay for and
create a value proposition that captures those needs. By doing this, one would consider the industry as a
paying customer where the revenue streams could come from all types and sizes of companies and not
just from companies considered as large corporations.
4.1.3 Risk Capital
Risk capital is capital in the form of equity and can be divided into two distinct categories, public- and
private equity, depending on which type of company that the capital is invested in. Shortly summarized,
public equity is invested in companies listed on the stock exchange and private equity is invested in
unlisted companies. Private equity can further be divided into different subdivisions where actors such as
investment trust companies, venture capitalists and angel investors have been identified as potential
stakeholders to a living lab’s business and its participants. To briefly describe the difference between these
actors, investment trust companies seek long-term relationships and therefore want to obtain a majority
ownership within the companies they are funding. This can be compared to both venture capitalists and
angel investors that want a minority ownership. Another similarity between venture capitalists and
business angels is that both these actors have a time limit considering when they want to exit. But, an
important difference is that angel investors usually are using personal equity while venture capitalists are
professional investors working for a company that invests money into different firms (Martin, 2013; Dutta
& Folta, 2016; Berk & DeMarzo, 2014).
One type of private equity that is commonly used when financing small startup companies with innovative
solutions situated in an early stage, is seed capital. Seed capital usually comes from venture capitalists and
business angels (Zilgalvis, 2014) as these actors generally do not only finance companies economically but
also contribute with other value adding benefits, such as coaching and sharing market secrets. Valueadding benefits like these are something that startup companies often take into consideration when
accepting new investors and could sometimes be even more valuable than the capital investment itself
(Berk & DeMarzo, 2014; Martin, 2013; Dutta & Folta, 2016).
If looking at the impact of private equity within the innovation process it has, according to Kortum and
Lerner (2000), a significant and positive effect on innovation growth, which mainly depends on the
specific management perspectives of venture capitalists. Dutta and Folta (2016) performed a similar study
where they compared angel investors’ and venture capitalists’ impact on innovation and value creation.
The finding from this study showed that angel investors and early stage venture capitalists have an
equivalent effect on innovation and value creation within a company, which implies that inventors and
entrepreneurs seeking early stage investments could benefit from either angel investors or venture
capitalists. On the other hand, the positive effects during later stages of the innovation process were
considered as sufficiently higher if working with venture capitalists.
If now considering risk capital from a living lab point of view, Katzy (2012) argues that a living lab should
use an external network of private equity investors. This as research shows that private equity investments
promotes innovation growth (Kortum & Lerner, 2000; Dutta & Folta, 2016). At the same time, having a
network of private equity investors connected to the living lab could further be used as a marketing tool
when trying to attract both investors and entrepreneurs to the living lab (Katzy, 2012; Scholz, 2015;
Brown, Fazzari & Petersen, 2009).
4.1.4 Loans
Funding in the form loans are, along with risk capital, one of the most common and important methods
of acquiring capital for startup companies (Zilgalvis, 2014; Brown, Fazzari & Petersen, 2009). But, loans
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are also a method of capital acquisition that larger and more mature companies are using within their
everyday business (Berk & DeMarzo, 2014). The use of loans for large companies is today reflected in the
debt-to-equity ratio for Standard & Poor’s 500 Index, which is an index based on 500 large corporations
having stocks listed on the NYSE and NASDAQ. Today, this index is about 1.1 but as the historical
average is 1.7, large companies are today using less debt than before, which to some extent depends on the
recent financial crisis (Bloomberg Gadfly, 2016).
Overall, loans are today seen as a method for increasing a company’s profit in profit-driven organizations
and traditional ideas that are expected to be successful and that are developed by a company with high
credit worthiness usually experience no trouble to take out loans (Zilgalvis, 2014). However, more
disruptive innovation ideas usually have a harder time obtaining loans from traditional banks. This as the
investment would require the banks to take on a greater risk than they are willing to do, something that
especially applies to innovations with no verified and secured market (Zilgalvis, 2014; Brown, Fazzari &
Petersen, 2009). In order to support radical innovation that could have a positive effect on the societal
development, the Swedish government has established a loan that is dedicated to innovation. This loan is
provided by Almi, a governmental owned advisory and financing company, and is somewhat special as it is
connected to a project rather than a specific company. In addition, this loan further allows the applicant to
write off the entire loan or parts of it, if the project fails (Almi, 2016).
If considering the activities going on within the living lab arena, there is nothing stopping the participants
from applying for a loan. The question is rather if this actually is the most suitable way to handle external
financing. As mentioned earlier, it is not easy for small and innovative startup companies to be granted a
loan from traditional banks and if they are granted a loan, it would most certainly include high interest
rates. As the innovations within a living lab most likely will be radical and disruptive, the possibility of
anyone receiving a loan from a traditional bank is further limited (Bergvall-Kåreborn et al., 2009).
4.1.5 Crowdfunding
Crowdfunding, or crowdsourcing, has over the last couple of years grown to become a fairly common way
of financing new innovations, such as projects, products or ideas over the Internet (Riedl, 2013; Scholz,
2015). The phenomenon builds on the saying ‘out of little acorns grow huge oaks’ and allows the public to
support ideas and projects that they have a particular interest in with an amount of their own choice.
Today there are numerous crowdfunding websites available but the most popular site is Kickstarter, which
further was one of the first crowdfunding initiatives (Scholz, 2015; Zilgalvis, 2014). In total there are four
different ways to show one’s support through crowdfunding (Scholz, 2015):
•
•
•
•

Charity: Donations in return for variable intangible benefits.
Lending: Micro loans where the lender’s profit is repayment of the loan plus an interest rate.
Reward: Donations or advance payments in return for some sort of reward or intangible benefit.
Equity: Micro investments where the funders expect either venture dividends shares and/or
voting rights in return.

Which of these four methods that is available for a certain innovation is decided by two factors, where the
first one is the preferences of the owners of the innovation and second one the country within which a
chosen crowdfunding agent is active. The country’s importance is within this context quite big as the
operation of the agent depends on various financial rules and regulations, which vary between different
countries (Zilgalvis, 2014).
Even though crowdfunding agents have been able to design their operations to meet different regulations,
these regulations are according to Zilgalvis (2014) outdated and further working against both upcoming
disruptive innovations and innovations that would have been able to thrive if supported by a more
effective crowdfunding system. This is something that Riedl (2013) agrees upon and further adds that
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there are some other disadvantages that inventors seeking crowdfunding needs to take into consideration
in advance, namely, the fact that they have to reveal their business idea before having enough capital to set
up their business and also the possibilities to patent their idea. For most companies, these disadvantages
are nothing in comparison to the advantages of crowdfunding, especially as crowdfunding today is
considered as a marketing tool for one’s product or idea (Scholz, 2015). However, crowdfunding is mostly
relevant for innovations that are not remarkable enough and that are not predicted to result in enough
profit to attract funding from venture capitalists, banks or business angels. But, if the crowdfunding works
and the innovation becomes famous, this might add additional interest and professional investors (Scholz,
2015; Riedl, 2013).
In theory, the potential of technological innovation being funded by crowdfunding is indefinite as long as
it fulfills two criteria. First, the innovation needs to have a potential to be valuated and appreciated by
technically competent customers and second, the probabilities of success must be considered as rather
high (Riedl, 2013). But, even if this is something that would work in theory, practice is somewhat
different. According to Riedl (2013) and Scholz (2015), technological innovations necessary for the entire
society do not always draw attention from the public and crowdfunding might therefore not be considered
as a successful option. Nevertheless, as crowdfunding allows both individual and business projects to be
supported (Scholz, 2015) it is neither impossible, nor unrealistic, to assume that it would be useful for
both the various projects going on within a living lab and the living lab itself. This especially as it enables
small businesses and innovations to obtain funding without having to give up shares and/or voting rights
in return (Zilgalvis, 2014).
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5 Empirical Results and Analysis
This chapter presents the most important findings that were obtained during the research process. The presented empirical
results are based on the interview study, which contained 14 semi-structured interviews with possible stakeholders, participants
and other researchers and organizations connected to KTH Live-In Lab. In addition, an analysis of the empirical findings
and the literature review is also presented throughout the chapter.
As mentioned in the introduction, the purpose of this study is to investigate if and how Swedish living
labs should work with external financing when funding their everyday business and at the same time
manage to ensure increased innovation and societal impact. To ease the process of reaching the overall
purpose and answer the main research question, three research questions were developed, which
investigates suitable market positions for KTH Live-In Lab, possible value propositions and different
sources of funding that would suit this type of business. As the three research questions to a great extent
build upon each other and together contribute to an understanding of the overall subject and the final
recommendation, this chapter has been organized around these. The first subchapter therefore aims to
answer the first research question and describe which market position that is suitable for KTH Live-In
Lab to adapt in order to attract external funding. The second subchapter continues by answering research
question two and describes the value propositions that possible sponsors are expecting when participating
within the lab. The third and final subchapter thereafter answers research question number three and
presents the main sources of funding that suit the lab’s business and how the use of these types of funding
would affect KTH Live-In Lab and its overall business. The answer to the main research question and a
final recommendation is later presented in chapter 6 Conclusion and Recommended Financial Framework for
KTH Live-In Lab.

5.1 Recommended Market Position
During the process of evaluating which market position that is suitable for KTH Live-In Lab to adopt in
order to attract external funding, two different market positions were identified as important; KTH LiveIn Lab’s market position compared to other actor’s as well as its position compared to the Living Lab
concept.
5.1.1 KTH Live-In Lab’s Market Position Compared to Other Actors’
During the process of evaluating different market positions, it was early realized that the chosen position
to a great extent would affect which actors and types of external funding that could be attracted. The
interview study showed that different actors are interested in funding projects and companies adopting
different market positions, which probably depend on their own role within society as similar actors
expressed similar interests. But, even though the interview study showed that different market positions
attract different types of external funding, it also became clear that the economics could not be the only
factor to consider when evaluating KTH Live-In Lab from a market positioning perspective. Even
thought the opportunities for funding change over time, both depending on the society’s economical
situation and different political matters, some kind of funding will always be available within all market
segments. In order to develop a sustainable business model, multiple interviewees therefore suggested
KTH Live-In Lab to choose a market position depending on what the lab wants to accomplish and not
depending on the possibilities to attract external funding. This opinion was also found within the literature
review as Schumacher (2013) argued that the strategic market position of a living lab need to be well
aligned with the overall target of the living lab’s innovation outcomes. When discussing this from KTH
Live-In Lab’s perspective, all interviewed actors thought that a test bed or a demonstration arena would be
the most relevant position to adopt. If adopting this position and at the same time taking the lab’s aim
into consideration, which is to bridge the gap between new innovation and social acceptance within the
housing and building sector, KTH Live-In Lab might be able to create a specific niche compared to other
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living labs and thereby attract external funding from a broad range of actors and especially from actors
within the chosen sector. In addition, the adoption of a market position as a test bed or demonstration
arena was further considered as relevant due to three different reasons.
First, the adoption of a market position as a test bed or demonstration arena does not only align with the
purpose of KTH Live-In Lab but also with the overall market’s view of the entire living lab concept. If
recalling from the literature review, both Eschenbächer, Thoben & Turkuma (2010) and the European
Commission (2009) identified the action space for living labs along the technology adoption cycle as
somewhere in between fundamental research and the market, which is the same field as test beds and
demonstration arenas are located within. This might seem like something not worth considering but if
recalling from the literature review again, the living lab concept is today facing several risks due to the lack
of standardization (Schaffers and Turkama, 2012), which makes it difficult for external actors and other
market players to understand the concept. By using a market position that is well aligned with the overall
concept of living labs, KTH Live-In Lab will thereby be able to contribute to a better understanding of
the entire concept, which from a long term perspective will make it easier to attract suitable financiers not
only for KTH Live-In Lab itself but for other living labs as well.
Secondly, by adopting a market position as a test bed or a demonstration arena, KTH Live-In Lab would
avoid competing with other actors within the KTH family. As KTH Royal Institute of Technology today
has a very good reputation within society, rivalry within the KTH community was not considered as
preferable as it would confuse society and create unnecessary competition for both the lab and other KTH
actors. Instead of competing, the interviewees suggested that the competences within the already existing
KTH network should be promoted. By adopting a market position as a test bed or demonstration arena,
which is a market position that no other actor within the current KTH family is adopting, KTH Live-In
Lab would both complement the existing network as well as be able to take advantage of various
synergies. Current KTH organizations, such as KTH Holding and KTH Innovation, have already
established broad networks and by working with these organizations, KTH Live-In Lab might be able to
take advantage of the already existing networks and promote its business to suitable participants. In
return, these organizations would be able to benefit from the collaboration as well. This as their network
would grow and possibilities to take advantage of the lab’s research arise.
If finally considering the market position as a test bed or a demonstration arena from a competitive
perspective, this position is once again considered as well suited for KTH Live-In Lab. In the beginning of
this research, the lab’s ability to adopt a position as an incubator or an accelerator was evaluated. But, as
all interviewed actors considered this idea as a bad, it was rejected. The main argument was not only that
this position interferes with current KTH members’ businesses, but also that these types of actors do not
promote research. Instead, market players such as incubators and accelerators rather focus on helping
startups and small and medium enterprises with their businesses, which is not something that KTH LiveIn Lab is recommended to do. At the same time the competition within these areas, and especially among
incubators, are today considered as high, why a test bed or demonstration arena would be preferable.
5.1.2 KTH Live-In Lab’s Positioning within the Living Lab Concept
If now leaving the overall market positioning behind and instead looking closer at the market positioning
within the living lab concept, it can be recalled from the literature review that there are two perspectives to
take into consideration; a living lab as an environment and a living lab as a network. If starting by
considering the perspective of a living lab as an environment, which was described by Ståhlbröst and
Holst (2012), KTH Live-In Lab’s business could be considered as a mix of a research living lab and a
corporate living lab. Research living labs are identified as labs that focus on performing research during
the innovation process and corporate living labs as the ones that provide a physical place where they invite
different stakeholders to co-create innovations. By adopting this mix, KTH Live-In Lab will be able to
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adopt a sustainable approach and attract funding from companies that are mainly interested in research as
well as companies that need a platform for cooperation. During the process of developing this proposed
market position, insights were gathered from the Belgian living lab iLab.o’s methodology, which manages
to captures insights from a large group of users and at the same time works as a public-private partnership
that promotes collaboration between multiple stakeholders.
When discussing research within living labs and instead considering the network perspective, it is crucial
to bear in mind that successful innovation development nowadays to a great extent depend on the
understanding of both existing and emerging user-needs (Leminen, Westerlund and Nyström, 2012). This
aspect was partly discussed during the interview study but was then considered as a problem that the lab
needs to handle from day one. The problem that might arise within these types of projects is the so called
“chicken and the egg” dilemma, which refers to the situation when the lab is interested in companies that
wants to participate within their projects and the companies in participating in relevant projects.
Difficulties to start might therefore occur, which in turn can result in difficulties to get the business up
and running. A possible solution discussed during the interviews was therefore to narrow the business and
focus on a specific market segment, this as it would ease the process of finding projects that both
companies and external financiers might consider joining. But, as mentioned before, KTH Live-In Lab
has already narrowed its business and mainly aims to target the housing and building sector, which is
something that increases the possibilities to attract external financing from companies interested in
research within this specific niche.
But, in order to attract a broad variety of external funding, KTH Live-In Lab also needs to clarify which
actors that drives each project and how much influence participating actors will have. Influence and
leadership was during both the literature review and the interviews identified as two of the main
components that anyone participating or intending to participate within KTH Live-In Lab would benefit
from understanding. Depending on which actor that drives the established network, the owning
conditions and the suitable methods of external funding will change. Overall, the importance of
clarification and the markets ability to understand KTH Live-In Lab’s business is something that was
brought up during multiple interviews as well as found within the literature. According to Leminen,
Westerlund and Nyström (2012), understanding the differences between various living labs can help actors
figure out what they want to achieve and thereby enable them to join a living lab that suits their own
objectives. In order to attract funding, clarification is in other words not only needed when trying to
obtain attention to the living lab concept but also from a positioning perspective within the living lab
family. If considering KTH Live-In Lab’s business from this aspect, the lab has to some extent already
positioned its business within the housing and building sector. This position was during the interview
study mainly considered as relevant by the public authorities, which pointed out that it do not interfere
with the business of any currently existing living lab. As the living lab concept is new and as many
businesses within this field today are experiencing financial difficulties, it was considered as important for
KTH Live-In Lab to choose a market position that complement existing living labs and not one that
further increases the competition. In addition, most external financiers and actors will probably only
participate within one lab and by minimizing rivalry, the process of finding a lab that suits an actor’s
objectives is simplified and the possibilities of both managing the economics and enable a successful
business is increased.
With this in mind, a suitable position for KTH Live-In Lab to adopt according to the network perspective
has during this research process been identified as a mix of a provider-driven living lab and a user-driven
living lab. The provider-driven perspective would here allow KTH Live-In Lab to focus on improving the
end users’ everyday life, which enables all participating members to benefit from the developed
innovations as well as allow KTH Live-In Lab to set up and run projects that the lab finds suitable. At the
same time, the lab is also recommended to aim for solving specific users’ everyday life problems, which is
enabled by adopting a user-driven perspective. Overall, by adopting a market position in between a
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research living lab and a corporate living lab as well as in between a provider-driven living lab and userdriven living lab, KTH Live-In Lab will be able to both initialize its own research projects as well as letting
external actors suggest and start projects of their own. This might be considered as a broad position,
which does not align with the findings from the interview study, but as the business of KTH Live-In Lab
is already narrowed down to mainly target the housing and building sector, this position will open up and
target the entire segment and thereby enable external funding from a broad range of actors.
5.1.3 Summary of Recommended Market Position
To shortly summarize the proposed market position that this thesis suggests KTH Live-In Lab to adopt,
the lab is recommended to position its business compared to both other market actors as well as to other
living labs. Compared to other actors, KTH Live-In Lab is recommended to adopt a position as a test bed
or a demonstration arena. By adopting this position, the lab will be able to both fulfill its purpose as well
as minimizing the occurrence of sailents and reversed sailents within the building and housing sector.
Overall, there are three reasons why this position has been considered as relevant. First, this position will
enable KTH Live-In Lab to contribute to a standardization of the living lab concept, which today is facing
several risks, as external actors do not clearly understand its content. Secondly, by adopting a market
position as a demonstration arena or a test bed, KTH Live-In Lab will not compete with other actors
within the KTH-family. Instead, the lab will complement an already existing group of companies
connected to the university and thereby contribute to synergies among the actors. The third reason why
this market position has been considered suitable depends on the competition aspect. Demonstration
arenas are today not as exposed to competition as for example incubators and accelerators, why this
market position will ease the process of attracting external financing.
If continuing with the lab’s position compared to other living labs, KTH Live-In Lab is recommended to
consider both the environmental perspective and the network perspective when positioning its business.
Considering the environmental perspective, this master thesis recommends KTH Live-In Lab to adopt a
market position that is a mix between a research living lab and a corporate living lab. This as it will allow
the lab to both attract financing from companies that are interested in research as well as companies that
need a platform for cooperation. From the network perspective point of view, KTH Live-In Lab is
recommended to adopt a position as a mix between a provider-driven living lab and a user-driven living
lab. Influence and leadership was during this study identified as two important factors to consider and by
adopting this position, the lab will both be able to start projects on its own as well as allow external actors
to suggest and start projects of their own interest.

5.2 Recommended Value Proposition
Just like during the process of evaluating a suitable market position for KTH Live-In Lab compared to
other actors’, the interview study showed that different value propositions will attract different types of
actors. Unless working with charity, external funding is supposed to generate some kind of return, which
varies depending on the actor. This return does not necessarily have to be financial but the importance is
that every actor needs to feel that they get some kind of value as replacement for their investment.
However, KTH Live-In Lab cannot choose an overall value proposition depending on external actors. As
mentioned within the previous subchapter when recommending a suitable market position, KTH Live-In
Lab has to make its own choice depending on what the lab wants to accomplish and not depending on the
possibilities to attract external funding. When discussing the value proposition, the lab can to some extent
add extra products and services to its portfolio to attract specific actors but if considering the lab’s overall
value proposition, this is connected to the purpose and the business model of the lab and therefore has to
be aligned with these in order to communicate a uniformed holistic perspective.
In contradiction, it is still important that KTH Live-In Lab to some extent tries to promote the lab in a
way that attracts as many external financiers as possible. Without funding and customers the lab’s business
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will not be able to survive. Due to this, some interviewees pointed out that the lab’s specific value
proposition will have to change as the market changes and as time passes by. At the same time, some
interviewees also mentioned the importance for KTH Live-In Lab to attract a broad range of actors and
create a network where several actors can collaborate and learn from each other. Within this case, the
interview study recommended the lab to look at its business from a perspective where the value of
participating within the lab increases with the number of participants, which in everyday life usually is
referred to as the network effect.
In other words, there is no certain way for KTH Live-In Lab to set up and communicate its value
proposition. The difficulties that occur are not only to find a balance between the holistic perspective and
the lab’s value proposition, but also between these aspects and the actors’ perceived return on investment.
In order to sort out these difficulties, this subchapter will now continue by describing how KTH Live-In
Lab is recommended to work to be able to meet the perceived value from as many sponsors as possible
and which factors that need to be considered when developing a suitable value proposition for the lab’s
business.
5.2.1 Factors to Consider When Developing a Suitable Value Proposition
When considering KTH Live-In Lab’s overall value proposition it is, as mentioned in the introduction,
important to find a value proposition that suits both the lab’s overall business as well as attracts as many
external sponsors as possible. During the literature study, Bergvall-Kåreborn et al. (2009), defined value as
one of the key principles that should lay the foundation for the lab’s operations. As this value will differ
between different actors, it is important to create a flexible value proposition that can change over time,
which partly is done by choosing a market position in between a user-driven living lab and a providerdriven living lab, which further was described within the previous subchapter. By enabling this market
position the lab will be able to both initialize its own research projects as well as letting external actors
suggest and start projects, something that enables the lab to stay flexible and continuously touch upon
large groups of external actors and their needs.
Overall, the fact that the perceived value will differ between different types of actors is something that
cannot be avoided. But, even though different companies and external actors are interested in different
value propositions, there are two factors that during the interview study stood out and was considered as
important for all types of actors by the respondents; the economical aspects of participating and the
possibilities for co-creation with other actors. This subchapter will now continue by explaining these
factors in detail and how focusing on these can help KTH Live-In Lab develop a value proposition that
will attract a broad range of actors.

Economical Aspects
The economical aspects of participating within KTH Live-In Lab was the first factor that the interviewees
considered as relevant for all types of actors. If the lab is able to show and prove that its business can help
participants gain long-term economical advantages, participation within the lab will be considered as
relevant for any actor trying to maximize its profits. But, innovative startup companies most likely always
will prioritize revenues and a paying customer before an opportunity to participate within the lab. This as
their economical situation generally is scarce. Even if a paying customer is not of the same importance for
large companies, these companies still have to show high profit margins in order to generate dividends to
their shareholders and the economical aspect is in other words constantly on their minds as well.
Overall, three different economical advantages that KTH Live-In Lab potentially can help its participants
fulfill were identified during the interview study: decreased research and development costs, decreased
energy utilization and insights about the end-users behavior. If starting by considering the decreased R&D
costs, participating within KTH Live-In Lab enables actors to get in touch with each other. As mentioned
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within the literature study, large companies have a tendency to focus on preserving their existing markets
instead of focusing on creating new disruptive innovations (Riedl, 2013), while startups and small
companies on the other hand usually are more innovative but often lack the necessary economical means.
By joining KTH Live-In Lab, these actors could get together and contribute to the development of new
and disruptive innovations. Large companies could here gain economical advantages as they do not have
to spend a large number of hours on developing the innovation themselves and small companies by
getting a possibility to finalize their product. By working together and using the same platform for R&D,
all types of actors further generate savings, this as they do not have to develop or refine their own
platforms.
If instead considering the advantages of decreased energy utilization, the expectation is that the
technologies developed within KTH Live-In Lab shall contribute to decreased energy- and resource
utilization within the society. If considering companies running very energy-intensive businesses, a small
percental decrease in energy utilization could result in major cost reductions. By joining KTH Live-In Lab,
these actors would be able to contribute to the development of new, innovative methods and also gather
insights of advanced research within the field. This value proposition would at the same time not only
apply to companies within the building and housing sector but to all companies working with a business
that involves buildings, like for example hotels.
The final economical aspect that KTH Live-In Lab could contribute with is insights about the end-users
behavior, which mostly applies to companies that charges their end-users for different services. Even
though the overall aim of KTH Live-In Lab not is to focus on behavioral aspects, the lab’s business will
still generate a large amount of data that could be used to understand the end-users’ behavior. This data
could further be used to develop new financial models and solutions that suit these behaviors and enables
companies to decrease their costs.

Co-creation
The second aspect of KTH Live-In Lab that has been considered as relevant for all types of actors is the
possibility for the lab’s participants to co-create innovations. As partly mentioned when discussing the
economical advantages of sharing R&D costs above, this aspect further includes collaboration. Large
companies are usually experiencing problems when developing new, innovative, solutions at a high speed
as their hierarchical organization perspective often results in long lead times. By collaborating and cocreating new, innovative, products with small companies, which usually are innovative but on the other
hand are lacking sufficient economical means, everyone involved benefits.
During the research process, multiple interviewees also pointed out that co-creation projects are beneficial
from an overall societal perspective. Interactions between different actors do not only result in better
results but in more commercially viable products as well, this as the interactions generate greater
marketing possibilities and therefore a greater market penetrating power. On the other hand collaboration
between different actors might be difficult, which is something that was not only mentioned during the
interview study but also by Schilling (2013) and Kozikowski and Neale (2011). Two companies that are
rivals on a global level would for example most likely not be interested in sharing knowledge connected to
their core businesses. In order to make as many actors as confident as possible, it is therefore, as suggested
by Kozikowski and Neale (2011), important that proper agreements are signed before each project starts.
The interviews here suggested that KTH Live-In Lab should develop some kind of agreements with all
involved actors, but at the lab at the same time has to remain flexible as some actors might want to add
clauses to protect their innovations. Overall, the most important issue is that all collaboration and cocreation activities take place in a market-like environment. In order to protect involved actors and their
ideas from being stolen, multiple interviewees also suggested KTH Live-In Lab to create a strategy for
how copyrights and patents shall be handled within the lab.
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5.2.2 Summary of Recommended Value Proposition
If summarizing the recommended value proposition that this thesis suggests KTH Live-In Lab to adopt,
one primary understanding and two aspects were identified as important to consider. If starting by
considering the primary understanding, KTH Live-In Lab has to make sure that all investors get some
kind of return on their investment when funding the lab and its business. This return does not necessary
have to be financial but all actors need to feel that they get some kind of value as replacement.
At the same time, the economical aspects of participating within the lab and the possibilities that arise to
co-create innovations were identified as two factors that attract a broad range of actors. The economical
aspects were here supposed to be achieved in three different ways; by decreasing the participant’s R&D
costs, by minimizing their energy utilization and by gaining insights about the end-user’s behavior. These
three aspects have been considered as valuable for any participant trying to maximize its profits. By
communication of these towards the market, KTH Live-In Lab is believed to increase its ability to attract
the attention from a broad variety of actors.
If instead considering the co-creation aspect, it is to some extent connected to the economical aspects as
the participating companies partly are decreasing their R&D costs by collaborating within the lab. But,
collaboration was also identified as beneficial from a societal point of view. This as interactions between
different actors often results in greater marketing opportunities and therefore also in a greater market
penetrating power. On the other hand, one important finding was that collaboration not always works
smoothly. In order to attract external actors, KTH Live-In Lab is therefore suggested to develop a strategy
for how copyrights and patents shall be handled within the lab.

5.3 Recommended Methods for External Funding of Living
Labs
According to a majority of the interviewees as well as the literature review, the most important factors to
consider when working with external funding were identified as developing a sustainable and flexible
financial framework. If considering the sustainability of the financial framework, this would according to
the interviewees be secured by having multiple revenue streams connected to the lab, which is something
that Katzy (2012) agrees upon. On the other hand, it is still important to bear in mind that these revenue
streams need to originate from different sources of funding methods. This as actors within the same
funding segment most likely will experience financial downturns during the same time.
The second factor, flexibility, partly contributes to the sustainability perspective of the financial
framework and implies that the financial framework needs to be designed in a way that allows the lab to
change and adapt to the surrounding market. As mentioned in sub-chapter 5.1 Recommended Market Position,
influence and leadership are two important factors to consider. In order for KTH Live-In Lab’s business
to stay flexible, the interviewees strongly recommended the lab to keep the ownership of both the lab’s
business as well as the projects within the organization. This as it not only would allow the lab to make
fast decisions about its future operations, but also to attract a greater amount of external financiers. In
order to assure that the leadership, influence and ownership stays within KTH Live-In Lab and that the
recommended framework at the same time remains flexible, two factors have been identified as important
to evaluate; the potential participants requested return on investment and their overall objectives of
funding KTH Live-In Lab.
Further, five different methods of funding that are normally used to finance innovation and living labs
have been identified; governmental funding, industry funding, risk capital, loans and crowdfunding. This
subchapter now continues by presenting these methods as well as describing if and how they suit KTH
Live-In Lab’s overall business.
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5.3.1 Governmental Funding
Governmental funding in the form of grants and subsidy programs was during the interview study
identified by all interviewed actors as a vital form of funding for KTH Live-In Lab. According to the
interviewees, it is mainly during the initial phases of the lab’s business that these means of funding will
play an important role. The long-term use of governmental financing methods is on the other hand
something that is questionable. This as that the volatility of governmental funding is high and to a great
extent depends on political matters and which sectors that currently are considered as especially
important. In order to decrease the vulnerability regarding changes in volatility, some interviewees
suggested that other means of funding should be used as a complement, which is something that further
was suggested by Katzy (2012). But, if considering the volatility, this does not have to shift in a way that
affects KTH Live-In Lab and its business negatively. Instead of a downturn, an upshift might as well
occur, which would result in more capital being provided to the lab’s sector. As EU directives affect
Swedish funds to some extent, projects that are aligned with political issues addressed by EU will most
likely have a higher probability to be granted governmental funding also in the future.
When it comes governmental agencies’ view of funding living labs, they imply that a living lab can count
on governmental funding during its early stages but that all living labs from a long-term perspective need
to create a viable financial model that is not completely dependent on governmental funding. This as the
funding that governmental agencies provide mostly aims to get the lab’s business started and not to serve
as a continuous revenue stream. Worth mentioning is though that some kind of research money always
will be available to apply for. This money is on the other hand not meant for the living lab arena itself but
could be used to fund different projects.
As mentioned in the literature review, the advantage of governmental grants is that the receiver usually
neither has to repay, nor give up ownership in return for the grant. On the other hand, some funds and
foundations request a report, which describes how the money has been used to and how the project
turned out. Nowadays, some governmental agencies also require the applicant to find additional funding
from either the industry or a private investor in order to receive the governmental grant, which according
to both the interview study and the literature review is a way to make sure that the granted money will be
able to make the societal impact it is supposed to.
5.3.2 Industry Funding
One common issue that was discussed during the interview study was that actors within the building and
housing sector often experience problems when first implementing new innovations. At the same time,
the process of solving the occurred problems usually turns out to be very expensive and multiple
companies are therefore looking for opportunities where various products and solutions can be tested
within a real life environment before a final implementation is done. As this is an opportunity that KTH
Live-In Lab is offering, the interview study concluded that the industry most likely will be interested in
financing the lab and taking advantage of the opportunities that the lab’s business provide. At the same
time, the interview study also implied that larger corporations have a social responsibility to finance these
types of initiatives, which is something that Zilgalvis (2014) agrees upon.
During the interview study, it further became apparent that industry funding will be necessary for KTH
Live-In Lab in order to develop a sustainable financial framework. It was here suggested that industry
funding could be used in two different ways; either to fund the overall operations of KTH Live-In Lab or
to fund the projects within the lab. The reason behind these two different ways origins from the fact that
KTH Live-In Lab’s business constitutes different projects. Multiple interviewees therefore suggested that
a financial model that only relies upon finding financial means for the projects would not provide a
necessary financial foundation. In order to solve this problem, the interviewees further suggested that
KTH Live-In Lab should try to find some larger corporations that are willing to sign a long-term
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commitment with the lab and sponsor its business with larger amounts of funding. In return for this
commitment, the interviewees believed that larger corporations would request influence regarding the
projects. One way for KTH Live-In Lab to meet this request, and at the same time not jeopardize the lab’s
own influence and ownership, would be to create a panel for the partnering companies. Within this panel,
potential projects could be discussed and the members would get an opportunity to express their thoughts
and recommendations regarding different projects with KTH Live-In Lab’s management, who at the same
time still would have the last say. Another way to obtain external funding from the industry was suggested
as using some kind fee for participating within the lab and its operations. However, the importance of
creating a business model that is as open as possible was also stressed during the interviews.
Further, the interview study showed that companies would rather sponsor specific projects than the entire
operations of KTH Live-In Lab. This as it would enable them to focus their available resources on
projects that might benefit their own business. In return for sponsoring a project, companies would
request influence about how the project is managed. The amount of influence required would here depend
on the size of a company’s funding. But, the most important factors was on the other hand considered as
the ability to decide what other companies, solutions and products that should be included within the
project.
In addition to participating within the projects or becoming a partner to KTH Live-In Lab itself, the
interviewees also stressed the importance of providing an additional way to join the lab. Some of the
interviewees here argued that a project based operation would exclude too many potential clients and that
KTH Live-In Lab therefore have to find a way where companies that want to test their products could do
so at any time if they have the economical means to pay for its participation and if the lab has the needed
space available.
5.3.3 Risk Capital
Risk capital in the form of private equity was already from start one of the means of funding that this
study aimed to evaluate. Throughout this research process, it though became clear that this type of
funding would not be suitable for a living lab. This as companies working with private equity wants
ownership in return for their investment, which is something that KTH Live-In Lab has been advised not
to give up on, neither for its projects nor for the lab itself, if the lab wants to attract a variety of
participants and create a sustainable and flexible financial framework.
In addition, the interviews showed that private equity in the form of venture capitalists and business
angels most likely will be interested in the participating companies and their innovations after their
participation in the lab rather than financing the projects from start. When a venture capitalist makes an
investment, the overall aim is to increase the value of this investment as fast as possible. As investing in a
company that wants to participate within KTH Live-In Lab would slow down the investment process and
make the venture capitalist lose at least one year, this type of investment is not considered as suitable for
anyone involved.
But, as suggested by Katzy (2012) and confirmed by the interviews, a possible way for KTH Live-In Lab
to work with investors, such as venture capitalists and business angels, would be to create a network of
investors. Here, the members of the network would preferably be introduced to the projects and
innovations before the actual testing process takes place and then also be able to get first hand
information about the ongoing projects throughout the testing process. When the projects are about to
leave KTH Live-In Lab, the members could further be given the opportunity to take over or invest in the
participating companies or their innovations. This is something that would both be preferable for risk
capitalists, as they prefer to follow companies before investing, as well as for KTH Live-In Lab. This as
the network would give the lab a marketing possibility that would help the lab attract startups and
innovative companies aiming for external capital.
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Even though the interview study concluded that risk capitalists most likely would not be interested in
financing KTH Live-In Lab and its business, it also emphasized the importance of every participant
paying for its own participation within the lab. It should in other words not be KTH Live-In Lab’s
responsibility to obtain a sufficient amount of funding to cover participating companies’ costs. Due to
this, the idea of smaller participants reaching out to private equity firms to obtain funding for their
involvement within the lab was not totally rejected. But, as mentioned within the literature review, it
would be important for these innovative companies to consider the consequences before working with
venture capitalists and angel investors as they require a lot of influence in return for their investment.
Usually, risk capitalists do not only require ownership within the company, but a position on the board as
well and thereby control over every decision that is made. On the other hand, risk capitalists are, as partly
mentioned before, very sensitive considering the time frame and aim for a late investment. But, as multiple
interviewees pointed out, exceptions do occur and small companies should not be completely advised
against this type of funding.
5.3.4 Loans
As mentioned in the literature review, loans are not only a fairly common way to finance both innovation
and startup companies but larger businesses as well (Zilgalvis, 2014; Brown, Fazzari & Petersen, 2009;
Berk & DeMarzo, 2014). If considering the Swedish market, the interviews helped the authors identify
two main actors when aiming for a conventional loan: traditional banks and Almi. But, as mentioned in
the literature review, it is often difficult for startup companies to obtain a loan from traditional banks. This
as a result of either their innovation being too disruptive and therefore not compatible with today's
society, or the company or innovation lacking the assets to secure the loan, which makes it impossible for
traditional banks to grant it as the risk is too high (Zilgalvis, 2014; Berk & DeMarzo, 2014). This is where
Almi, which is mandated by the Swedish government, aims to step in and complement the market by
granting loans and investments that are riskier than what the traditional banks would normally finance.
From the interviews three different loans provided by Almi were identified as well suited for a living lab or
its participants in one way or the other; business loans, loans to increase growth and innovation loans. If
shortly considering these types of loans, the business loan is connected to a company and works in the
same way as loans granted by traditional banks, the main difference being that Almi is willing to take on a
higher risk and thereby grant loans to projects and companies situated in the early stages of the
development process. Loans to increase growth and innovation loans are on the other hand loans that are
granted to companies that have a more innovative business approach. Here, the loan to increase growth is
meant for companies with innovative strategies and a sustainable business model, while the innovation
loan is, as mentioned within the literature review, connected to a specific project and allows the applicant,
which has to be a company, to write it off if the project fails. Worth mentioning is though that Almi is not
allowed to neither finance research projects nor technological innovations where uncertainties still occur
regarding how the final product will be commercialized. These types of projects are instead recommended
to search funding from other governmental agencies such as Vinnova or the Swedish Energy Agency.
During the interviews, it further became clear that it often is difficult for companies to get financing
during early stages of innovative construction projects within the building and housing sector. Therefore,
governmental agencies such as Boverket, the Swedish national board of housing, building and planning,
are today working with reinsurance programs where they help companies apply for loans by ensuring the
banks that their money will be paid back even if the company’s construction project fails. As a result, the
bank’s risk for granting a loan is lowered and the possibilities for a company to be granted a loan is
increased significantly. Noteworthy is though that this type of loan only is applicable for construction
projects and is therefore not suitable for KTH Live-In Lab’s overall operations. This is on the other hand
something that the lab could use during the construction phase that is currently going on.
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When considering how KTH Live-In Lab could use loans as a method for external funding, it was made
clear throughout the interviews that loans would not be compatible with the overall business of KTH
Live-In Lab. This as loans usually only is granted to companies and typically not to neither research
projects nor other technological innovations that are situated too far from the current market standards.
As mentioned in the introduction to this subchapter, it was during the interviews made clear that KTH
Live-In Lab should be the sole owner of both the lab itself as well as the ongoing projects, which thereby
takes away the possibility to fund company owned projects within the lab.
However, even though loans will not be able to finance the entire projects or the lab itself, the lab’s
participants could still apply for loans to support their participation in the lab. Unfortunately, the chance
that a participant is granted a loan was during the interview study considered as rather low as the
radicalness of the innovations expected to participate and be implemented within the lab most likely will
be high. But as governmental agencies such as Boverket are able to reinsure loans and as the building and
housing sector was identified as an interesting sector for future innovation approaches by multiple
interviewees, the possibilities for external funding from loans might change over time.
5.3.5 Crowdfunding
In addition to the professional markets mentioned in the previous sections, the interviews also suggested
that the private market and individuals should be considered as potential financiers to KTH Live-In Lab.
This by using crowdfunding in the form of donations, which is a funding method that allows individuals
to sponsor different innovations and projects, such as KTH Live-In Lab, by donating an amount of their
own choice without having to sign up for a long term commitment (Scholz, 2015; Riedl, 2013). The
interviewees here suggested that crowdfunding could be used as a means to gather external funding for
KTH Live-In Lab’s business as well as work as a marketing tool without taking too much time away from
the lab’s core operations, which Scholz (2015) pointed out as well.
Moreover, the interview study also implied that there are a lot of individuals, as well as corporations,
willing to show their community involvement by sponsoring technological innovation that would be
profitable for the entire society. This is something that was also considered during the literature review as
Riedl (2013) mentioned that crowdfunding theoretically has a great potential for financing technological
innovation but that it, as of yet, has not been proven to work in practice. The failure to reach its true
potential is here believed to origin from bad attempts to market the innovation, which is something that
KTH Live-In Lab together with its participants and partners potentially could have the ability to change.
This especially as KTH’s brand holds a strong position within the Swedish society.
During the interviews, two different ways for KTH Live-In Lab to work with crowdfunding was brought
up. The first suggested option was to publish the operations of KTH Live-In Lab along with the separate
research projects, on already existing crowdfunding website, which along with fund raising would serve as
a marketing tool. The second option suggested was that KTH Live-In Lab should create a crowdfunding
website itself that was integrated into KTH Live-In Lab’s existing website were donations could be made
to both the research projects and the lab’s operations. Included in the second option was also a suggestion
that donations should be enabled to a research fund managed by KTH Live-In Lab’s management and
distributed depending on the lab’s and different projects’ needs.
If finally considering the four ways of crowdfunding that was presented within the literature review, the
way that was brought up and discussed during the interviews was charity, which refers to donations in
return for variable intangible benefits. The difference between the various ways of crowdfunding is
actually the requirements that the external financier has for obtaining the sponsorship, which could be
anything from intangible benefits to ownership and voting rights. As was further mentioned within the
literature review, the type of crowdfunding used for an innovation or a project is decided by two factors;
what the initiators of the innovation or project are willing to give up on and the available funding methods
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offered by the crowdfunding agent. At the same time, one of the most important insights gathered from
the interviews was, as mentioned in the introduction to this subchapter, that KTH Live-In Lab should
own both the lab as well as the ongoing research projects. This in order to maximize the possibilities of
granting external funding as well as to make the collaborations within the lab itself become as successful as
possible. Because of this, the ways of crowdfunding that have been considered as suitable for KTH LiveIn Lab’s business, as well as for the research projects, are either charity or reward. This as neither of these
methods requires a return that forces the lab to relinquish its ownership. But, as KTH Live-In Lab, as of
yet, have not established any requirements concerning the ownership of participating companies and
actors, potential participants could use any way of crowdfunding when trying to gather funding for their
participation.
5.3.6 Summary of Recommended Methods for External Funding of Living
Labs
To summarize, when considering the recommended methods of external funding of living labs, two main
factors were identified as important to bear in mind when creating a financial framework for KTH Live-In
Lab, namely sustainability and flexibility. While sustainability here refers to the use of multiple revenue
streams and various methods of external funding, the flexibility aspect, which to some extent adds to the
sustainability, refers to the frameworks ability to adapt to changes in the market and is crucial if a living
lab’s business should survive over time. To ensure that the financial framework remains flexible, two
factors were further identified as important to evaluate considering which role potential participants
should adapt within the lab; their requested return on investment and their overall objectives of funding
KTH Live-In Lab.
During this research, five different types of funding that normally are used to finance innovation and
living labs were identified; governmental funding, industry funding, risk capital, loans and crowdfunding.
If evaluating these five methods for external funding, they all differ when it comes to expectations and
influence. Methods of external funding that have been identified as suitable for KTH Live-In Lab and its
business are governmental funding, industry funding and crowdfunding. This as neither of these funding
methods require a large amount of influence or any monetary awards in return for their investments.
Loans and risk capitalist have on the other hand been identified as less suitable when financing the
business of KTH Live-In Lab as both these methods require either a large amount of influence or large
economical returns. Mentionable is thought that both these methods could be used to attract other actor
to the lab.
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6 Conclusion and Recommended Financial Framework
for KTH Live-In Lab
This chapter aims to answer the main research question and the overall purpose of this report by presenting a recommended
financial framework for how KTH Live-In Lab should work with external funding. The recommended framework is
developed for KTH Live-In Lab but could to some extent be applicable for other Swedish living labs as well. The developed
framework can further be considered as the conclusion of this master thesis.
As the main research question of this master thesis aims to answer both if and how KTH Live-In Lab
should work with external financing when funding their everyday business, this concluding chapter has
been divided into two different sections. One section that concludes if KTH Live-In Lab should work
with external funding by suggesting a suitable market position and value proposition, and one that
concludes how this should be done by presenting a recommended financial framework.

6.1 Concluding Market Position and Value Proposition
One of the main concerns raised during the beginning this research process was if KTH Live-In Lab
would be able to ensure innovation and societal impact if working with external funding. This question
mainly rose from the literature study and the empirical finding that multiple external financiers want
dividends and influence as return on their investment. Overall, the concern mainly involved the ownership
and if KTH Live-In Lab in some way would be able to attract funding and at the same time keep the
control within the organization.
Shortly summarized, the empirical results from the evaluation of different market positions and value
propositions show that it is possible for KTH Live-In Lab to work with external funding and at the same
time ensure increased innovation and societal impact. By adopting the recommended market position as a
test bed or demonstration arena and establish a living lab environment that is a mix between a research
living lab and a corporate living lab, KTH Live-In Lab will not only be able to attract funding from
companies that are interested in research but also from companies that need a platform for cooperation.
Overall, influence and leadership was during the research process identified as two of the main
components that anyone participating or intending to participate within KTH Live-In Lab would benefit
from understanding. Due to this, this master thesis further recommends KTH Live-In Lab to adopt a
market position that, according to the network perspective, is situated in between a provider-driven living
lab and a user-driven living lab. By enabling this market position, the lab will be able to both initialize its
own research projects, and thereby ensure societal impact, as well as letting external actors suggest and
start projects on their own, which in turn will enable the lab to stay flexible and continuously touch upon
large groups of external actors and their needs. At the same time, this recommended market position will
further allow KTH Live-In Lab to keep the ownership within the organization, which is something that
the interviewees advised the lab to do in order to attract a variety of participants.
If instead considering KTH Live-In Lab’s value proposition, it is realized that the market position as both
a user-driven living lab and a provider-driven living lab would enable the lab to create a flexible value
proposition that can change over time. As KTH Live-In Lab’s final business model is not completely
decided yet, an exact value proposition has not been developed during this research process. Instead, two
factors were identified as important to consider and communicate in order to attract a broad variety of
external funding: the economical aspects of participating and the possibilities for co-creation with other
actors.

6.2 Concluding Financial Framework for KTH Live-In Lab
Overall, by identifying a market position and value proposition that enable KTH Live-In Lab to attract a
broad variety of external funding, a sustainable financial framework for how KTH Live-In Lab should
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work with these actors could be developed. As mentioned within the previous subsection, the empirical
findings from this study show that it is possible for KTH Live-In Lab to work with external funding and
at the same time ensure increased innovation and societal impact. Moreover, the empirical findings from
this study further suggests that two factors need to be considered when choosing external investors: the
investor’s requested return on investment as well as its overall objectives of funding KTH Live-In Lab.
At the same time, one of the main concerns deduced from the literature review was that living labs today
are using too much governmental funding. Even though governmental funding in the form of public
grants and subsidy programs today are the most commonly used methods for financing the everyday
operations of living labs, this might not be the case in the future. It has therefore also been considered as
important to develop a framework for KTH Live-In Lab that includes multiple actors.
If taking both these concerns into consideration, a total of five different types of funding were identified
as suitable for KTH Live-In Lab; governmental funding, industry funding, risk capital, loans and
crowdfunding. Table 3 below shows an overview of how this study suggests KTH Live-In Lab to work
with these external actors.
Table 3 Overview of how this study suggests KTH Live-In Lab to work with external actors

Method
Governmental
Funding
Industry
Funding
Risk Capital

Role within KTH
Live-In Lab
Financing the overall
operations and projects
of KTH Live-In Lab
Financing the overall
operations and projects
of KTH Live-In Lab
Network of investors

Return on Investment (all
or some)
§ Societal impact
§ Report
§ None
§ Influence

Overall Objectives for
Funding
§ Societal impact
§ Fostering innovation
§ Reduce occurrence of

salients and reverse
salients
§ Get information about

§ Economical

potential entrepreneurs
and innovations
Loan
Crowdfunding
(charity, reward)

Partnership with lenders
Financing the overall
operations and projects
of KTH Live-In Lab

§ Potential clients
§ Some sort of reward or

intangible benefit

§ Economical
§ Societal impact
§ Fostering innovation

As seen in Table 3 above governmental funding, industry funding, risk capital, loans and crowdfunding
have been identified as suitable external financiers for KTH Live-In Lab. But, the roles that these actors
are suggested to apply within KTH Live-In Lab varies depending on their requested return on investment
and their overall objectives for funding the lab. As seen in the table, governmental funding, industry
funding and crowdfunding have all been identified as methods of external funding that are suitable for
both the overall operations of KTH Live-In Lab as well as the lab’s projects. Governmental funding is, as
mentioned within the literature review, today the most common way of funding living labs and does not
require KTH Live-In Lab to relinquish ownership. This type of funding is distributed by different
governmental agencies with the sole purpose to foster innovation within different sectors and has
therefore been considered as very suitable for both the projects as well as for KTH Live-In Lab’s overall
business.
Industry funding, on the other hand, involves funding from private actors, which normally have an
underlying interest of maximizing profits. As private actors want to make sure that their money is used in
a way that suits their own businesses, some kind of influence is requested as return on investment. How
much influence a company demands depends on the size of their investment where large investments
require a high degree of influence. But, as mentioned before, ownership and influence is something that
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KTH Live-In Lab has been advised to keep within the organization in order to avoid rivalry and attract a
variety of external actors. To be able to meet this request and at the same time not jeopardize the lab’s
degrees of influence and ownership, this study recommends KTH Live-In Lab to create a panel for the
partnering companies. Within this panel, potential projects could be discussed and all partnering
companies would get an opportunity to express their thoughts and discuss the lab’s business with KTH
Live-In Lab’s management, which at the same time still would have the last say.
The last type of funding that the recommended financial framework considers as suitable for both KTH
Live-In Lab’s overall business and the projects is crowdfunding in the forms of charity and reward. Just
like the governmental agencies, these actors aim to enhance innovation and societal impact and only
require some sort of reward or intangible benefit in return for their investment. At the same time, the
administration of this type of external funding would be easy to manage, as it only requires a function to
be implemented on KTH Live-In Lab’s webpage. On the other hand, neither KTH Live-In Lab’s overall
business nor its projects can expect to generate any large amounts of funding from crowdfunding. This as
the techniques tested within the lab mostly will be beneficial for the entire society and therefore not attract
full attention from individuals.
If instead consider risk capital and loans, these types of external funding have by this study not been
identified as suitable for KTH Live-In Lab’s overall business. However, as these funding methods might
be valuable for the lab’s participants and thereby help KTH Live-In Lab during its marketing procedure,
they have not been completely excluded from the developed framework. If starting by considering risk
capital, the empirical findings shows that this type of funding would require the lab and its projects to
either or both relinquish ownership and a great amount of influence. Some risk capitalists would even
require a position on the board of KTH Live-In Lab as return for their investment. As the empirical
findings clearly suggest KTH Live-In Lab to keep the ownership within the organization, risk capital has
not been considered as suitable for the lab. At the same time, a risk capitalists’ overall objective of
investing money would most likely be to create an economical return on their investment and not to
ensure any kind of increased innovation or societal impact. This is an objective that also is shared by the
lenders, which mainly would finance the lab in order to gain economical advantages themselves. For the
lab’s business, the use of loans would also generate costs as the lenders request interest payments.
But as mentioned above, even though risk capital and loans are not considered as suitable methods for
financing KTH Live-In Lab, these methods could still contribute to the lab’s overall business. If
considering risk capital, the empirical study considers this funding method as important to include. Even if
risk capitalists cannot provide external funding to KTH Live-In Lab, they can still be used to attract other
companies to the lab. Due to this, risk capitalists have been included within the suggested financial
framework by the establishment of a network of investors. By joining this network, risk capitalists would
get an opportunity to closely follow the testing process and take on the various projects and successful
innovations that are about to exit the lab. KTH Live-In Lab would at the same time avoid the ownership
requirements that risk capitalists usually require but would still allow its participants to take advantage of
the innovation boost that risk capitalists is known for establishing and thereby also increase its own
possibilities to ensure social impact.
Loans have on the other hand been connected to the suggested framework through the establishment of
partnerships with the lenders. Loans have not been identified as compatible with research projects but
could still be valuable for the participants within the lab. Lenders, such as Almi, do not only grant loans to
small and innovative companies but also have a record of advising companies how to develop their
businesses, which is something that projects and the companies within KTH Live-In Lab would probably
find useful.
However, an important thing to consider when discussing the recommended financial framework and
how risk capital and loans can be included is that KTH Live-In Lab cannot be responsible for financing
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different companies’ participation within the lab. When discussing the issue of small companies not
having enough money to fund their own participation with, the empirical findings show that helping other
actors find financing would take too much time from the core operations of KTH Live-In Lab.
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7 Discussion
This chapter aims to discuss the proposed financial framework for KTH Live-In Lab from a sustainability perspective as
well as evaluate the study considering its reliability, validity and generalizability.
When evaluating the sustainability of the recommended financial framework, three different sustainability
perspectives have been considered; the economical, the ecological and the social perspective. If starting by
considering the economical perspective, the proposed framework includes aspects of how KTH Live-In
Lab could finance its business from a long-term perspective. Even though, governmental funding in the
form of public grants and subsidy programs today are the most commonly used methods when financing
the everyday operations of living labs, this might not be the case in the future. In order to recommend an
economically sustainable framework, multiple other sources of funding have therefore been identified and
applied. As different types of funding further involve a broad variety of actors, this mix also contributes to
social sustainability.
At the same time, by affecting the overall business of KTH Live-In Lab, the financial framework will be
able to contribute to both ecological and social sustainability. These factors of sustainability are not clearly
linked to the financial framework itself but rather to KTH Live-In Lab and the overall concept of living
labs. As mentioned in the introduction to this master thesis, KTH Live-In Lab aims to decrease the gaps
between technically possible solutions and socially accepted ones within the building and housing sector,
which from an overall perspective will contribute to increased social and ecological sustainability. This as
the technically possible solutions developed within the lab most likely will contribute to a reduced
consumption of both energy and natural resources.
To assess the quality of this research process and the proposed financial framework, the study’s reliability,
validity and generalizability have to be evaluated. If starting by looking at the reliability of this study, it is
considered as rather low. In fact, all qualitative methodologies in which the human factor plays a part,
such as interviews, reduce a study’s reliability. As a major part of this research is based upon semistructured interviews, the study’s reliability is affected negatively. One can on the other hand argue that
the use of probes to some extent increased the study’s reliability but not enough considering the
importance of interview study.
At the same time, the validity of this research can be considered as high, which mainly depends on the fact
that triangulation was used to reduce the risk for biased data. However, the validity of this study was
somewhat lowered due to the small number of interviews that were held. As the authors found it difficult
to find respondents that both wanted and had time to respond to the authors’ questions, a small sample of
interviewees had to represent the each group of actors. On the other hand, the interviewees could in some
cases not only be considered as a primary source of information but also as secondary one. This as some
interviewees claimed to have extensive knowledge within other fields as well.
When discussing the generalizability of this research, this can be considered as low. The living lab concept
is relatively new and the concept of living labs can further be divided into different divisions, which means
that there are few living labs out there with the same layout and qualifications as KTH Live-In Lab. At the
same time, the possibilities of getting external funding changes between different countries. Overall, the
framework can be considered as rather generalizable for other countries but the way the external funding
can be interpreted within a living lab’s business might change. This is due to the fact that different
countries have different laws and regulations.
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8 Future Work
This chapter aims to present a suggestion of topics for future research projects.
As the purpose of this study was to investigate if and how KTH Live-In Lab should work with external
funding during its everyday business, this master thesis identified suitable external financiers and
developed a financial framework for how KTH Live-In Lab could work with these actors. But, as KTH
Live-In Lab’s final business model is not completely decided yet, this research can be seen as a pre-study.
Therefore, a future recommended investigation would be to continue working on this model and make a
final decision about how KTH Live-In Lab should work with external financiers.
At the same time, this investigation did not include any calculations about how much funding the
identified external actors can contribute with. When the work with the final business model is completed,
a necessary investigation would therefore be to examine how much funding each actor can contribute with
and how this will affect the lab’s overall business.
Moreover, this study did only investigate preconditions for Swedish living labs. Overall, this model is
generalizable for international living labs as well, but the possibilities to attract governmental funding
depend on the location of the living lab. Another future investigation would therefore be to consider
other countries and compare how well the recommended framework suits their markets.
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Appendix A – Interviewed Persons
This section presents the fourteen persons that have been interviewed during this study. The interviewees
are organized in alphabetical order.
Andersson, Stefan, Project Manager HSB Living Lab, HSB
Telephone Interview
Interviewed at: 2016-04-26
Carlstedt, Johan, Project Manager “Attractiveness for Sustainable Growth” at IVA.
Telephone interview
Interviewed at: 2016-04-01
Eklund, Moa, Administrative Officer at Societal Development – Transport, Environment and the Regions
Division
Personal Interview
Interviewed at: 2016-04-27
Ekman, Peter, Innovation Advisor at Almi.
Personal interview
Interviewed at: 2016-04-01
Giertz, Erik, Visiting professor in Industrial Economics and Management at the School of Industrial
Engineering and Management at KTH, Royal Institute of Technology. Founder and chairman of KTH
Executive School.
Personal interview
Interviewed at: 2016-04-04
Levin, Henrik, Deputy Director at Ministry of Enterprise and Innovation, Division for Capital Supply Ministry for Enterprise, Energy and Communications, Sweden. Responsible Officer for the funding bill
“A Fund Structure for Innovation and Growth”.
Personal interview
Interviewed at: 2016-04-01
Martin, Eric, Owner and Founder of Afema AB.
Telephone interview
Interviewed at: 2016-03-20
Oredsson, Carl-Magnus, Acting Head of Unit Instruments for Housing and Real Estate Management at
Boverket, National Board of Housing, Building and Planning.
Telephone Interview
Interviewed at: 2016-04-15
Rasmussen, Allan, Design Manager Region Stockholm City, Process owner Project Design at JM
Residential, JM AB
Telephone Interview
Interviewed at: 2016-04-28
Ruiz, Karin, Business Coach Sustainability & Health at STING (Stockholm Innovation & Growth)
Telephone Interview
Interviewed at: 2016-04-26
Stoltz, David, Ph.D Candidate Applied Thermodynamics and Refrigeration, Department of Energy
Technology at KTH Royal Institute of Technology
Personal interview
Interviewed at: 2016-03-31
Sörensson, Tomas, Associate Professor in Industrial Economics and Management, with specialization in
Corporate Finance at KTH, Royal Institute of Technology.
Personal interview
Interviewed at: 2016-03-21
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Vaske, Siimon, Technology Transfer Manager at KTH Innovation
Personal interview
Interviewed at: 2016-03-31
Vendel, Martin, Doctors degree in Chemical Engineering and currently an active teacher at the
Department of Industrial Economics and Management, Division of Entrepreneurship and Innovation at
KTH, Royal Institute of Technology.
Personal interview
Interviewed at: 2016-03-22
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Appendix B – Summary of Interviews
Swedish copy available upon request.
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